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... 10 give.
Arriving with basketballs
and crayons for the 18th
year in a row, more than

100 motorcyclists delivered
toys to the Eureka Rescue
Mission in a program
spanning across the state,

page 14.

... fo remember.
_ Lights in memory andi in
respect of friends and
family were lit in Arcata,
Eureka and Fortuna as an
early welcome to the

holidays, page 16.

.. fo entertain.
A new version of Dickens’
“A Christmas Carol” plays

La

wiSrRRTON BY RAP ABN

at the Pacific Arts Theater,

page 30.
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Along with the cold weather,

With winter break around the

the holiday season ushers in

corner, the best place to hit is the

family gatherings, economic
pressures, depression and an

snowy slopes with plenty of warm
clothes, a pair of skis and a wad of

inclination iin alcohol abuse.

money.
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Just in time for...
e NBA basketball

Opinion /Editorial_____40

* Monday Night football
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Calendar.

e Sunday football
e Winter Olympics
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CORRECTIONS...
In the Dec. 1 iesue, the Nutritional Labeling
and Education
petatedd

Dr aught

tn ite entirety ft should have a
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Lie in bed at night or ie K early moming/ 1993/ thank my god myself

for motivation/ thank my mind for holding on/ fighting the human

Happy Hour Specials!

condition/ fighting conditione/human?
why even bother asking again/

Monday-Friday * 4p.m.-6p.m.

and who knows where I'd land/in minnesota probably, there are cows
there/i went to ecotiand last summed/ there are cows there toa/ there
must be geographically required differencea/ different geographies
have different featuree/ humboldt hae clearcuts. scotland
hae sheep
--. and cowa/ minnesota hae lakee/ R even makee me happy even |
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hae big
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| guese ... are architects artiets?/ yee yee yee yee/i'm glad | like such
different artwork otherwiee/ i'd have to blow up the bulidinge wouldn't
17/ shoot them down in the streets orf tear them down with my two

red... yellow... white
The Lumberjack regrets the errors and any confusion they
may have caused.
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‘Memorial honors women of war
@ HSU lecturer Astrid Ortega shares the pain of
Vietnam and the pride of the Vietnam Women’s

Memorial in Washington, D.C.
about
ene

By Erin Waldner

TUMBERIACK STAFF

practitioner.

“The recruiter said, ‘Oh no, you don’t
os aa unless you volunteer. We
fh mew» ed nurses volunteering so
ve to go,” she said.
cues year later,
was working as
anurse vata mill
tal in San Francisco when she received
notice that she
was being sent to Vietnam.

“The head nurse comes onto the (ward)

and says, ‘Here’s your orders for Vietnam Lt. Ortega.’ I thought she was joking. She said, “This is not a joke.’ So I read
the orders. Two weeks from then I was to
ship out to Vietnam.
“And then I started crying,” Ortega
said. “I almost fainted. I thought, ‘No,
this can’t be.’ But it was.”
Twenty-four years have passed and
Ortega has not forgotten how she felt
when she returned from the war in 1968.
pe

nc

an

=

“I felt I had

resentment,”

done my

patri-

otic duty and nobody cared.”
sets
Ortega believed the country finally
cared when she witnessed the dedication
of the Vietnam Women’s Memorial in
Washington, D.C,, on Nov. 11.
watched as a statue acknowledging the thousands of American
women who served in the Vietnam War
was laid to rest alongside the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial, a wall which lists the

warsU.S.

civilian women there.”
ps amas

Reape? oa in thats bead’ Grass

When Astrid
joined the Army
Nurse
in 1966, the military recruiter
mised the 20-year-old she would not
sent to the Vietnam War.
“1 wanted
to help the Gls here in the
United States, but I didn’t want to go to
Vietnam,” said Ortega, who at 48 works
for the HSU nursing d
t as a
lecturer
on obstetricsand isa family nurse

“Thad a lot

,

deaths, including
eight nurses.

“1 was very moved,”
said. “We
finally had recognition from the United
States that we were there. There were
more than 11,000 nurses
in Vietnam and

rived in Vietnam Aug. 6, =_

“What I remember about flying (into
Vietnam)
isall of thisred dustover every-

:

” Ortega said.

‘gre

heat hits
shetehan

be

asked
to be assigned totheséth
Evacuation Hospital, located in a French
called Vung Tao.

heard from my

e ie

te

patients (at a

veterans hospital in San
where
worked prior to her tour of duty
in Vietnam), if you ever go, ask for the
nicest, safest place,” she said. “That was
Vung Tao.”

Ortega said the village was a former i

French resort used asan “in-country rest
and recreation area” for American Gls
~— the Vietnam War.
arrived
at the36th Evacuation
oo Hoops she saw a large building
with “round, tin roofs and a packed dirt
floor.”
The 21-year-old quickly learned the
hospital “was always real busy. I didn’t
get much of an orientation. I just jumped
into the thick of things.”
As a “post-op”
nurse, Ortega was responsible for 40 to 60 patients as they
came out of surgery.

a
[./

“(The GIs) were disoriented and had

lots of pain,”
she said. “They
were crying
and trying not to cry because they were.
supposed to be real
men.”
was i
nesdathe tad
arrival in Vietnam that nurses were for-

bidden ses
“Afterawhile youdidn’tcryanymore,”

she said. “You tried to wall off your emotions ... because you couldn't cope with

them.”

worked with about 30 nurses
and 12 doctors at the 36th Evacuation
Hospital, each putting in sixdays a week,
12 hours a day.

Ortega’sresponsibilitiesasa
nurse were

Visitors leave roses, dogtags and other momentos as a tribute to the women
who served in Vietnam at the memorial in Washington, D.C.

not limitedto providing medical aid.

Me aiceee eek tt mere ap to ai
us coming,” she said. “What we

wah

ets deeds i home, Sovieliah

them of their sisters and girlfriends.”
Ortega said her living quartersin
Vung

See Vietnam,
page 7

Sexual harassment

Does the administration do enough to protect students?

@ Two students find the way HSU handles sexual
harassment cases to be unsatisfactory.

to kill her.

Kim referred
to her ex.
she said
phe oer

the way university officials handled her
case. For
not release

oto

RENE

RE

en

She had broken 1 > with him the previ-

polls:

HSU handles sexual harassment
inapto two female
stu-

5

ries.

their cases.

Within the last three
the 1992-93
number
largest
the
had
has
year
academic
of sexual harassment
cases reported to the

eked sare

Se Se oe
he showedno

tar he pened

harass her.
Kim lived in the room below her ex-.

dents who came forward to tell their sto- .

Kim, a social work
who did not
want to use her
name, and Holly
Martel, a social science senior, have two
things
in common — they were sexually
harassed by fellow
and they
hy
A Ria ig Aglaia

apheygoons

boyfriend's
on the second floor of a cam-

pus residence hall — that’s when the ha-

) a point were what he’s

Kim said.
“How the

“Thad to stay across the hall witha friend

She said he would bang on
on his ceiling,
come to her room drunk, knockat her door
and ask to speak with her, and call her and
hang up.

said she finally decided to go tothe

Police Department
after he left

a message on her answering machine

She said the UPD filed a report and he
had
to do

4
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Experts say sexual harassment may damage psyche
@ Victims of harassment often feel self-

like this would provide is if a
woman in the group is being

doubt and blame themselves.

could su

schools or just drop out of
school to get away huh the

Oy tereee Ee
Many women whore
sexually harassed find the situa-

tion so hard to deal with they

often alter their lives.
When women open up to being sexually harassed
often ask themselves, “Am I a
bitch? Am

stalked, the women

I crazy? Am I

just

over-reacting?”
said vo
a
nae a
ia of sociology, anthropo
and social work.
He said women sometimes

move to another town, change

erallin
said.

harasser.
“We need to educate both
genders,” Nakamura said. “If
we let it continueoe
is
to change
unless some
onan is taken.”
He said a woman needs to

e

er

7

by

him bath Bowkes
mentioned this be-

cause stalking is.legal in California.

California Penal Code 646.9

states that a stalker who vio-

the whites in the Civil Rights
“Men are not afraid to sexu-

know what her rights are when

meanor

Lee Bowker, dean of behavioral and social sciences, said
women who are being sexually harassed on campus
should start a support group.
One benefit a support group

“In our society we are bred
where the male is always the
aggressor,” he said. “The only
way this is going to change is
if women o:
ze and males
can join. But (men) should only
be there for support, just like

ibe
a helplessness, ho
essness and
self-doubt

she is sexually harassed.

women just drop out of school.

make them afraid,” Bowker
said.
Pam Brown, associate professor of social work, said the
victims of sexual harassment
start to blame themselves for

lates a restraining order or
.

mits sexual harassment, some

ally harass, but we have to

what happens to them when
nothing is being done aboutit.
“They
ence fear, de-

who Le
from victim to victim may be arrested on misde-

versity doesn’t want to
or suspend a student who com-

movement.”

“It’s not her

the country make it look like
it’s her problem.”
Under Title IX, sexual harassment
is defined
as:
“Unwelcomed sexual ad-

vances, request for sexual favors or other sex-based verbal

or physical conduct where sub-

cause no one is doing anything,” she said. “The way the
system handles sexual harassment makes women

problem. It’s the

campus’ problem,” Brown
said. “I think campuses across

mission to such conduct is ex-

plicitly

or implicitly made ...

interferin
with
individual’s education

feel this

way.”

creating

Brown said because the uni-

the
(and)

an intimidating, hos-

tile
or offensive environment.”

Harassment: Repeat offenders may face suspension
° Continued
from page 3
to ‘another room.

When Kim went to Edward
“Buzz” Webb, vice
t for
student affairs, she said he asked
her what she wanted him to do.
“Ididn’tknow whattodo, Ijust
wanted it to
I didn’t know

In an un

ted decision

Monday, the state Fair Employment and Hi
Commission
ane

legally

on-cam-

pus cal nannaons
“If we don’t ask them what

they would like to have done,
then we're one more party stri
ping them of their power,”
fe

4

orderagainst

to stop and did not

her ex-boyfriend
with the district
attorney.
She said Webb put him on academic probation
and wrote a letter to him which stated if he communicated
with Kim he would be
arg

R

hincs Renan

A

him.

“Tjust didn’t know what
to expect. Ididn’t know if he would be
and then bother me
again,” Kim said.
“I used to bean
independent person and be able
to go places
by myself, but now I
can’t:
“The university doesn’t see

enough damage done to suspend
him,” she said.
Martel was sexually harassed
by a stranger who still attends
HSU. The harasser’s name cannot be released for legal reasons.
She said he started following
her around, told her
he
knew about her and said he saw
the “angel of love dancing on her
shoulder.”
This continued for a year. After
Martel found there were other
women on campus being harassed
by thesameman she went
to the police.
Martel said when she went to
Webb's office she thought he
would help her.

“The main problem is (the studentaffairs office)doesn’tinform
uof their procedures
for sexual
ent,” Martel said. “The
impression I was under was that
his office would investigate this
— like interview the four women
harassed by the same guy.
“Basically all he did was call

this guy into his office and have
him
I doubt
he really
did, but that’s what Webb said in
his letter to me.”
Martel received a
coduagiandinachanlnie
the district attorney.
“This guy was telling me he
knew where I lived. The
came forward, but the school
didn’t look at it as continual harassment,” she said.
Martel said she has talked
to at
least 20 women who have been
harassed by the same man.
Burke said it’s very hard to determine what thesanctionsshould
be for a student who sexually
ge
tng
ty og
“Do
allow
that person to
eamnenshthangin iad
tough
calltomake,” Burkesaid.
“Insome
instances, ee
remain on campus

porn

stipulations might prove to
best because it provides an opportunity for them to learn and
change
their behavior.”

Woman takes off
with | credit cards

at

a//
\\ \

and gotarestraining

Mon.-Thur. 11-9 ¢ Fri. & Sat. 11-10 ¢ Sun. 11-7

iS
}

said. “I don’t want to see this still
HSU made Kim
university takea
wer from feel cnmntaina . This caused
the women. That’s why I feel her to fall behind in her courses
strongly
about asking the victim and drop them in some cases.
what they want us to do.”
“The last three semesters I
Webb said the usual process don’t see my education; I see
for student-to-student
sexual ha- being harassed by an ex-boyrassment
is public safety investi- friend,” Kim a
r
gates the case. Webb sends a letShe said he still communicated
ter to the accused harasser
charg- with her in a subtle manner.
ing him or her with the section
Kim said he would mumble
code and informs the person he rude things to her when he saw
or she may be expelled, sus- her and would write intimidatpended
or put on probation.
ing notes
to her.
“If the person
the beAfter
Kim reported continuin
havior after the disciplinary
ac- . problems with her exboyirient
tion, they could be immediately ” to Webb, she said she was disaped,” Webb said.
pointed to find Webb just wrote
felt she had to go further another letterto him
him

R
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The credit card fraud inves-

tigations which are now being

\

An HSU
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and stu-

dent were victimsof creditcard
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Baja Fish Tacos
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Micro Brewery & Mexican Beers
Special of the Week: 99¢ Bean Tostada

up a $300-$400 bill on the

student's card, according to

Happy

Hour Specials:

99¢ drafts & $4.75 pitchers
822-1512 ¢ 1811 G Stre ef « Arcata
Just across the HSU footbridge

ae

a

y)

Came Asada & Pollo Asado

conducted by police throughtthe
county, including membersof the Burekaand Fendale

UPD
Fagot.
“Shevontthensurightsow,”
he said.

Fagot would not release the
names of the victim
or s
the
suspect, sa
it could affect
the outcome of the case.

sldepen s
rie

gations,” he said.

The Lapherhet.

Spring enrollment limited cae
Bycewtand
Dev
__

which ciested a sluudtion White
we didn’t have enough classes,”
Hannigan said.
“Even for fall ‘93, while we

brought in students,
it wasn’t as

.

1993 enrollment
was
7,122, almost a 1,000 less students than the
before.

Hannigan
oo

were
transfer stu-

ercThey were) mostly Collegeof

the Redwoods students who were
ready to transfer but are locally
tied and didn’t have much hope

oh Sieg eal

“It’s a fragile thing, especially

ani na lens,

Or eunse

our application period open
a
a minimum quali-

‘AADitferente,

CUTS Start
at $9.95

735 8TH STREET

acres ac" 826-1959
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Haircuts, P
TANJA ELLIOT/ PHOTO EDITOR

The completion
of a handicapped-accessiblie elevator and
other reconstruction In the University Center is expected to
to Ken Combs, physical
be completed byJan. 1, according

:

, Colo

WwW

7 _ a week!

_

ce

Hair Care —_

services director. He sald the only thing that might cause a

delay would be “a lot of rain.”

WOMEN
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HAIR SALON a

Time Flies will cure your Holiday Panic
No need to worry this holiday season. Time Flies Tackle Shop and Guide Service has a creel |
full of gifts-buying values for under $20.
e Fishing-themed T-Shirts and coffee mugs
©
e
°
e
e
e

Books and maps
Fly-tying material
Terminal tackle
Storage Boxes
Videos
Craft items

Time Flies has the largest selection of
fly and conventional fishing equipment

|
and accessories on the North Coast.
Don't panic! cCome into Time Flies. today. >— - your holiday
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Alcohol prevails at college scene
[EZ Peér pressure,
availability major
factors in student

drinking.

“I don’t think there’s a trend
to eliminate
alcohol, but a trend
to have a heal

envi-

hol but providing activities
where alcohol is not the central

Drinking
alcohol is the worst
among many univer-

hats's mostly
mo

what
it seems
alcohol)in

do (

Lang, who also works in

Harris said the only alcohol-

cies that have
Se
ates gee
kegs.In the 1
were
ae
tted in phi Ady
ey
e don’t allow minors to

keg the po-

more likely,”
he said.

positive.
She said beer commer-

are not present.

because it’s promoted
as being

they

m

should do.”

pres-

Alcohol Abuse

$0 percent ofthe

| «(90 percent

peopl

: king

have
a beer and

staff
Psy.
chologist,sai
that in just den any group a
student
is involved with there is
Oaedlaunomane

there is some
‘ype of pressure there,” Lang

puspaneaiiareininen
sure
ae they have ever been,”
McMurray said. “One way to
cope with this pressure is todrink
alcohol.”
“Alcohol gives theillusion that
rok wi nanny
said Sheri
Lang housing
/

ataindoudeansenns anor.
mous alcohol groups for students who come there, she said.
Harland Harris, executive diSe
aa
tofhousand dining services, said,
e’velearned thatmost
that come to this school
¥
have a
pattern established from.
school.”

1 education
Sos cates

theres

Students
21 years old or older
may possess or consume alco-

surealso contributes to student

who is also a

drink,

‘chological services, said one of
the reasons there is so much alcohol abuse among studentsis

Inaddition, she

think

Facts about drinking __

tential of minors

psy-

cials are a good example of this.

its what

Out of 682 behavior incidents
in the residence
halls, 104 were
alcohol related, he said.
for

Oy Treen See

that

forgetin this society that
alcohol ban addictive cree

you havea Pepsi,

Psychol

services

gives

holin their residence
hall rooms
with the doors closed if minors
The consumption

sion
of any
ot men

paentreenn

grounds, in any oe

building or in any

public place

except with the eee
from the vice president for student affairs.
Settee
loyees of the university ma
net commenne alcoholic ira
ages while at their work station
and employees are not to be
under the influence of alcohol
while on duty.
Resources, support groups,

residential treatment
and outpatient treatment pro-

grams provided for students
with alcohol-related problems
are:
eAlcoholics Anonymous:
442-0711

Counseling
and Psychologi-

cal Services: Health Center, second floor, 826-3236
eAdultChildren Anonymous/
Adult Children of Alcoholics:
443-3836
eAl-Anon/Alateen: 445-9201
e Humboldt Open Door Clinic:
eae
“
¢ Alcohol /Drug Care Services:
445-3869
¢Family Reco
Services:
445-9251
i

Humboldt Recovery Center:

443-4237
¢United Indian Lodge: 4453037
¢Battered Women’s Alcohol
Services
: 444-9255
¢Center
for Individual Recovery Services: 725-4293

PIMOS NAY Gruprace Barron
anne
to Stop
eHumboldt Addiction Services Program: 442-4277
eKings View - Humboldt Al-

eo and Drug Programs: 445-

BEVERAGES: Recipes
for nonalcholic drinks.
= Page 12
AA: Story of two recovering

alcoholics.
Page12
HOLIDAYS:
jon may
lead to alcohol abuse. Page13
GENETICS:
Is there a biologi- |
cal link to alcoholism? Page20

Credit: Card owners urged to use caution this season
° Continued from page 4
members of the
ee

Humboldt

oe
“Thealled
force was

eons

forillicit drugs; none were found.

“Our case is pretty well con- tious this holiday season. If you _ wallet,” he said.

duded. We'llbe
——
warrantfortheindividual,”
Fagot

saasal
said,

that other police

ten
Mcely do the seme.
nape of ured Sarge
se

era

adinimeame

Al

on

own a card, mt oan
st
wallet
or purse in a place where

eae

Pi

not have access.

wo

enero a two people will
together,
one creating a dis-

sien

aie ueaher ateeae

HSU professor whose card was
Se
credit card company

her, curiou
about thesun-

will come in and look _ the theft.”
usually high activity.
tywhenthesec- = Inthe event of theft, Fagot said, .
“The card was one she didn’t

retary or profess
isn’t or
in the credit card owners should cancel
men, or when they’re not pay-

ing attention to their purse or

their cards immediately and re-

port the crimeto the police. The

Fagot said. The

thie?s Rise purchase
ee

jst? minute

the

et

Where can you get
Starbuck’s Coffee?

1. Portland
2. San Francisco
3. The De pot

(Kava Coffee House)
at H.S.U.

The

Lembecjact

Wodnentan.Dec.e.1s0s

Vietnam: ‘Memorial remembers women
© Continued
from page 3
Tau werenicer
than many other

nurses’ residences
in Vietnam.
“1 lived in a French hotel. I
was lucky. Most nurses lived in
little shacks made out of tents
or wooden planks,” Ortega

said, adding that “we all had

Vietnamese maids, called
mamasans.”
She remembers
the residents

astm

's time in Vietnam.

le had to put the

presents to.”

underneath
the beds and wear
our helmets. It was real scary
because we were
shot at.
—_"
August

was one of the few
experienced
during her tour of

days,” she said. “You counted

“Somme of the nurses saw sev-

eral (GIs die) every day,” Ortega

cost $2 to $3 million to build and

transport
to its home beside the

Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial in
Ww
Dc.
“Tt was nurses and other Viet-

nam

onTEeA

tour of
in the armyin 1970
peauvvests Las Anggale. where

she
the anti-war movement, in part because she found
it comforting
to be around Viet-

cation Ootage

sawsh

12 of my army nurse buddies

i rYou only had to be there 365

ospital’s e

bane

said shedid notsign up
fora second tour of duty because

catadineses

soa

called “triage,” when

vasin

“Tt was full of mud and blood,”

she said. “You had to figure out
who was going to live and who
was going to die, so you put
maleate Sealspuibetar
who
ta few

horrible
sites we had seen.”
the dedication cer-

a

me

en call mea peop
baby
Suet

at
aa

ae

hear about the horrors, so for a

at a basketball

tournament
in the West Gym.
None of the youths were lo-

inthe

Wara)
and other nurses.
t was the most intense,
emotional
” she said.“It

War.

was very sati
Se Scemnena
later,
thank you.”

memories
of this war and I'd like
to talk to someone about them.’”
learned in 1985 thata
of women
who served as

nurses in the war were attempt-

to have
aaa

ee”

Ya Pt

he

restaurant
to assist
Arcata Police
with

17 people who

ing their bill.

thout pay-

- — David Link

to build a statue that would
siacubeandaenenveatth

4

bentime I didn’t talk about it”
Ortega completed her

@ Friday at 7:30 p.m. someone
several
10- to 12males
were making
remarks towards

emony, several men who fought

“I thought, ‘I have
all of these
ria. thad pestis

from theie
“stayed
up

member the good times, not the

mind

anti-war movement had spread
the country.

were

DiC. Onega

talking all night. We tried to re-

Ortega also realized that an

that was it; eee
they

die. I would just
feel their sie leave them.”
The 36th Evacuation Hospital

hetenedue that she

<
eaten

eee
not going to argue
t it.”

©

and in his mid-20
He s.
is of
medium
build with dark hair
wornbrown eyes. He usuallly
sweatpants, a
sweatshist and jogging shorts.
Any information
this case should be directedto
Officer
Glory at x3456.

“That was exciting,”
on Laurel Drive.
pode
said. “There was a lot of crying,
No one connected
to the inea
cident
was located.

the days.”

nam ...
People did not wartt tohear that

various

@ Thursday someone rebecause we had a sign that said, — rot a man and a woman
‘36th Evac.’
tires
at a rusty

ew

es tuekans
tune
. aaa
worked
in the

ina

on Cosieein Avenue

in D.C.
“That's where I found about

nam veterans
who were protesting the war.

at

ct

ink

pated

od of ex-

tn

fon
ames
bs
re
dua
The indivi
is white, ltall

veteran agencies that

fund it.”
flew to Wi
D.C., for the dedication of the
Vietnam Women’s Memorial on
Nov. 11.

said. “I didn’t work in triageso
my wholetime
there Isaw maybe

12 guys who dle.

waa
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tributed to the construction of
thebronze
statue, which shesaid

Nursing Lecturer
was attacked twice during

come upand talk tothem. Weall
had our favorite little kid that
we took care of and gave little

No premment ney went
into this,” said Creiaa, wieder

“You were looked down on if you
wore your uniform
in San
Francisco. You were spit on. I had
people yell at me and call me a
baby killer.”

Wednesday,
Dec. 8, 1993

Anarchy in the USA? _
@ A.S. President Jason Kirkpatrick
hopes to plan an anarchist community
around the West Coast.
sophical view of anarchism,

dar mtaemien
aan
ol tapi or other poee

ering in] y.
meeting
was coordinated
by sron Kirkpatrick ee
len
trick is the
aitough Kira
i th
and works with the Academic
Senate, he feels that he will not

contradict himself by holding

ov oThis

osition questions the

inherent
legitimacy of powers
Stunde Vibaaiiey to govers:
alleged
legitima
vernment,” she said. sees
“Itdoesn’t
amount
to a real sharp criticism of democracy or the government as
“we know it.”

the anarchistic gathering.
“If someone
were to bean A.S.
president
and work for the students, it wouldn’t help for that
person
to have blind faith
in the
that
governs students’
education,”
trick said. =
think it’s extremely nee
have
= pert
ditieal disorder
disor
and sage
eading to an absence
of government. Anarchism is the resistance to any government that
interferes unjustly with individual liberty, according to
Websters dictionary.
Mary Bockover, a philosoph
professor at HSU, Soaks dheneaee
many different kinds of anarchists.
Bockover holds the philo-

P Kirkpatrick said that
the anarchist

rate from the university.
“The long term goal is that
students would have as much
control over their education as

possible,” Kirkpatrick said.
“And that can only be doneby
individuals showing personal re-

ga

Kirkpatrick said he hopes the

PHOTO COURTESY
OF CELIA HOMESLEY

“Toyon,” a literary publication sponsored by the English
department, celebrates its 40th anniversary this year with

co-editors Cella Homesiey, left, and Elissa Fisher.
Submission Is free and deadline is Dec. 14. Works can
include poetry, short stories and black-and-white
art.
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will establish a net-

work with other anarchistsfrom
Mexico, Canada and other parts
of the country.
The gathering will allow individuals to gain solidarity and
empowerment
while having fun
listening to music and eating
food for free. Kirkpatrick plans
to have bands from aod the
state to play at the gathering.
Food Not Bombs has been
asked to provide the food.
Kirkpatrick hopes to have
fundraising events
to pay for the
bands. divest 500 mee
are expected to attend
Theplanning commission will
wi
meet again on Jan. 18 to decide
the exact dates of the gathering.

A La Carte)

aaa’

is notsanctioned

by Humboldt State and is sepa-

TOFU BURGER

OOO RRR

their

sponsibility.”

worried about any policy that
comes from such a government,
cae aa said. She said that
peop
general] aca
policy that comes pg
ernment as a legitimate wt ‘and
will not question
this
legitimacy.
Bockover said that she is not
talkingexclusively about the
U.S. government but all governments that take away personal freedoms
for the common
good. She said that you can be
an anarchist and think that (the
U.S.) is the best form of governmentand still believe thatit may
not be
Kirkpatrick believes that the
anarchy label has had a false
history written about it. He said
that the anarchist does not be-

Coupon Goad

to maintain

eeeeeeeeeeees

for alarge

in order

eee

met Sundayin the South

t with-

out violence. All governments
exist on a foundationof violence

ERE

The West Coast Anarchists
todiscuss

cannothavea

LAI

No One Under 21 After 9 p.m.

FORRES

By Jenniter Dwinell

lieve in violence.
“Tma
Ithink thatanyone that is a pacifist is an anarchist,” Kirkpatrick said. “You

Wednesday, Dec. 8, 1998
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Love and fear

Students find mates at college
™@ Married couples at HSU receive
minimal support from students and no
counseling services from the campus.
By Meri Thompeon
and Mild Patoreen

It’s a word that can strike fear
in the hearts of few and put caution in the eyes of many, but

ried for one year.

“When I tell people that I am

eaet

act shocked,”

you?’

care and love _

Collage has long been inown,

alsoas prime
ure a a

people
who think of mar-

physical education junior, attends school at College of the
Redwoods.
She has been mar-

(ERK
Sa

notonly asa

ive reactions
that get rete

oe

have

a bon

andmari
Howloog

nce
oc twas" Bes ee
the students who sara fam
ane

are still in school,
t—

for single parents.

Having
a child chan
- Brand Feeeman’s* life oe

physically
and mentally abusive.

ere ny marseentek
to them.”

“Ididn’t
want Mor* to grow

On thes kind of

“The starting

age

environ-

Co!

ment,”

Sahat

to 25. The median age for the
start of a mar-

“It didn’t

riage is 24 for
women and age

out that
wasn't

25 formen,accord-

me
and
Yura
packed us

tistical Abstract of
the United States.
Many students de-

up and moved back

cide not to start a seri-

to California ttn
closer
to my family
to start the aCe assiseae

ousrelationship
ora marriage until after they have
graduated and started their

careers,
But the statistics

tant programat

vices in the health

t.

Instead, students

are referred to Davis House, run

Vcatipiecon eet i or havs
Thitniasieadeck othaysing
2

Somat

Harris, executive director of

housing and dining services.

“Married students tend to be at

graduate level.”

Harris also said HSU has no
plans
to build any housing for
couple because Lack efetncn
ot only does a married

couple deal witha lack
of facili-

“SEEENS

BOLD
IMAGES

*MAUGS | “BALLOONS “DECALS

ea

a vn NCL
elle

Se Gad:
oe
will aff att
their
schooling
and stress level— that they
might have to quit school or that
is too much
of a commitment. Jegers said marriage
affects
her school time, but
in a

pone

way.“Dan (her hus-

aniiy giving wofocback

constan
me
oe
ae caneioit” shasaid:

egers doesn’t
think her mar-

for couples
on campus.

CR,”

man said.
Freeman
ran into some child

that

a significant number of students
whileattendcollege.
students at HSU face
a lack of facilities on campus.
Marriage co
is not offered through the
Counseling and Psychological Ser-

is wane

it
to

work Seinen

ing to the 1992 Sta-

cana

she :

said.

riage has added stress to her life.
“I feel like it decreases m
ss hianiefntiel iaietemmeed
est
is
time to

arene

“Our time that we

Rees

and rang

attitudetoward married

students “depends
on the matu-

ee

a

are mature eno
raged can’th

thing
ioe «aoe an

oi

eee

m

bis some-

people can’t

because
they re-

late themoelves tothe atuation.

Becauseof budget concerns,
theinfantday-care
was
cut. Freeman was left with nowhere to go to receive free day
care,
Because
of her financial difficulties, Freeman had to apply

for Aid to Families
with Depen-

ee
eee
care program, the waiting list is

long. Freeman
said “day care is
not considered
a basic need” at
AFDC.
“Cost of day care shouldn'tbe
a battle for people who are try-

tals

ne. get off of welfare,” she

a
guys probly Sok
hn aatonn
marriage
in mind... My
fa ae
was

te

_ sue

daughter dum
sauce all over
said.
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admits she doesn’t
eerie
cone

Es

ae
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re

my

marinara
” Freeman

compet
mine

wi
while

a
to school.
students
who are mar-

ried, single parents are not
viewed as the exception
on camae tink it’s cool that I
have a daughter,” she said: “I

fy bon

of women get married toform “a

hold
on men” or forfireasons.
“1 value relationships more

than the marriage

tution,”

Rosssaid. “Marriageisa corrupt
institution.”

students who

~The Longs’ families and
friends
were supportive and exSr
eee.
anim

cet

ae
ave

Ceci Jegers, a 22-year-old

SERRE
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feltmuch negativ-

EERE

oer that Ihave a baby.”
“Freeman and her child's

names have been changed due
to a pending custody battle.
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No permanent shelter for county's homeless
@ Board of Supervisors decides to not
open T Street Shelter either.

In this way, homeless indi-

ing improvements expected to
be
soon.
The RCAA proposal a

By Amy Gittelsohn
Rather than opening a new

homeless shelter, programs already in operation will be ex-

of
Supervisors
decided
yesterday.
3

It OK'd proposals
by officials
of the Eureka Rescue Mission
on Second Street and the Redwood Community Action

Agency to shelter more home-

The Rev. Bill Thomas, executive director of the mission, said

the first floor of the Rescue Mission could be used almost im-

mediately
to provide more shelter.

He said the mission’s 130beds

could be increased by between
66 and = at no ae a
county.
increase
y
be for the winter months, and

those occup’

agency for their individual
; pbinaeemaamadaieaiaiaee
6174.

the first floor

will not be
to attend
religious services,
he said.
Thomas said all that was
needed to accommodate more

le was more cots and mattresses, and a few minor build-

proved by the board calls for

agency
to rent another
to provide 18 more beds for families. The
is interested in
a building owned by CalTrans.
The estimated cost to run the
new housing would be $35,160
oyd Throne, executive director

of the agency,

suggested

that the funds could come from

viduals could be sent to the
which could best serve

them, for example: RCAA for
sabe

pouste, Gvug eat tehal
le people,
and alcohol
for ad
and the

pe Crisis Center for abused

women, Frank said.
On weekends, the Rescue
Mission
will make referrals.
aan eS
eames
to”

” people

itisa

thecouncil

the shelter.

“It appears that the
of the council has decided

that

cyaanthttisJean
acerpable
e,”"Counc
Warnes said.

.

J
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considered by
’
publiccomment
was directed at the winter expansion of the Rescue Mission
and the alternative of
ing last winter's
T Street shelter.
Two members of the Eureka
City Council asked the supervi-

tistics on 128
Cited for
camping out
y and other
violations during the first 11
months of this von Of these
people, 65 had prior arrest
records in Eureka.
The draft report states that 80
t were from out of the
county. All had been involved
in more than one negative contact with law enforcement.
Jan Turner of Redwood
Legal
Aid said
should
be careful when considering such fig-.
ures. When
“you
make
homelessness
a crime” itis natural that the homeless will have
—_ run-ins with the law, she
said.
- -

report

J]

|
oe
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|
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Police De-

gave sta-

Marty L’Herault,
owner of the
err
agrees
that a permanent
shelter

is needed. But he said the Old

Town merchants already are
doing their part with the number of homeless people at the

Girl raises $1,500 to light up Eureka water tower
—

@ Her Christmas
dream comes true
perseverance.
By Anna Moore

If you ha

Rebecca said.
en we were going
to string

after a year of

to be driving

around the
k streets of Eureka and notice a water tower lit

with Christmas lights, you can
hak foam Sone.
The 10-year-old’s dream since
last Christmas
season was to see

the “kind of plain” water tower

on Harris and I streets transformed
into a decoration.
Younger
saw her dream come

the lights along the catwalk,”
said. “But that was too
plain.” That’s when they thought
of trees.
She gother bright idea ast
when she saw another city’ iv
ter tower
with a star on top inan
advertisement on television.
Angela thought a decoration
similar
tothe oneinthead would
look good on the water tower. |
She asked her father if she
could do so:
similar.
He suggested writing
to the
City Council.
ba
Younger received a letter from
Councilwoman
Jean Warnes that
said the counci] had no

true Friday when the eight
christmas
trees strung along the
Angela Younger’s mother Rebecca congratulates her after Mayor Flemming’s presentation.

emony, Mayor Nancy

awarded
Mayor’s

bier

ng

wae

ounger

Ee

Although she

Flemmit

with a
tion for her

efforts to put lights on the tower.

nig

and started

cer-

;
y wanted to.

decorate
the tower with a star. .
“Wecouldn’tuse
the star deco- :

ration because it is considereda
religious symbol,” Angela's

to ac-

minor donations
of $10 to
$15,
the majority of the estimated
$1,500 raised te from three
Youn,

r refused

to

give
yo

_ local CBclub,and Southwest Roof Eureka each donated

0. Pacific
Gas and Electric of
Eureka donated $300 and O & M
Industries
donated materials to

SND

“This is a shining exampleof

donations.

aiebhatinWATS
i255

aH

“I had to do something,”
Younger said. “I couldn’t just
have this $500 check sitting
around
the house.”
dagen
oaumuai
to
satpawunteaie anal
The city then

to donate

the necessary
for
the lights on the tower.

eo

a]

conclusion partly on a draft reby oe

5

‘

a

that by
so many services
to the homeless,
the county
isluring in transients.
Hesaid he
is against
a concentration of the
homeless
in a shelter.
Worthen said he based this
partment.

The supervisors also ap
proved plans by these two
enti-

a

Councilman
Jim Worthen said

cost eileuive plan which will
“not overtax one particular

a combination of sources, including the savings from Aid to
Families with
ent Children homeless vouchers used
to put upfamiliesin
motels, Federal
ement
Agency fundsand
rent from cli‘ents.

ties and other
to work
to
shelter and
to the homeless.
Social Services Director John
‘Frank
ted a plan for a
network
to be set up between
agencies.
The plan is that homeless people be able to call social
services for a referral to the best

sors not to go

by choosinga sitein Eureka for

what tenacity
can do for you,”
said Miriam Battle, va
fourth-grade
teacher at Grant

Battle wa
etched

Y ounger’s

ee "is
=
received
a
letter
she
shared
it
with
her class.

aid 7

Be
cael
every littie victory,”

od sacchy f

sale
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Holidays difficult for those fighting to —

© Continued from page 12

l@ Celebrations encourage overdrinking.

alcobot Typlcaiy, youwon ait
any better until you stop drink-

~ AL-Anonmembers
share their
own ec
and go
Dus
same steps
used in

ates
people about what actions to

mr can as exis , this time of
cause depression
“hdr

ant

everybody,” said

Mike Goldsby,

program
dro of Fal Re

“All of these things clear
make ts uaeen = ad
t

cohol treatment and

time,”

a

jeg

Hoopla

The holiday season contains
many stressful elements which
+s
gg to anyone’s “holiday
] olic (now recovering). She

of alcohol.

Because of the stressful elements of the season, Gol
said,consumption
of alcohol

an alcoholic
themselves

The holida ys can also be aa difficult time of the year for people
whohaveal-

doesn’t seek

coholics in

outside help,

their lives.

it’s unlike. y

Goldsby

he will sta

said

sober,
said.

A recover-

Alcohol Abuse

ing alcoholic,

a person who

ease
but isoano 1 longer
a pod
can also find the holidays a
ficult time of the year.

that

coe
e
relatives

can

help

holic ease cue
on tantay‘
season by gently informing the
drinker
a problem
may ex-

othataase dnair oat oe
having a
during

ist.
While an alcoholic’s drinking

holidays,” Goldzby said.
cannot be controlled by other
He said that because society people, it is important
“to be
encouragesexcessconsumption open, honest, and caring about

suming

, the first

to drink.
“This is accepted
by society.”

and what you’re
” he said.

aoe
aren’t honest, you
contributing
to thelie.”
.

gm gg

ccouupwdctvqueaniin

of alcohol during the holidays, a
alcoholic will feel

is owned and controlled

6-PACK
BOTTLES
$4.99

fi
},
L.

How the Co-op began.
North Coast Cooperative, Inc.

(the Arcata and Eureka Co-ops)
began as a “buying club”. In
1973, a-group of HSU students tired of paying high prices for
poor quality foods in

supermarkets - banded together
to buy staples like organic flour,
rice and beans in bulk direct
from suppliers. They split the

cost and divided the food. This

ss

In addition
to supporting the

Aco-op is a business that
by the people who use it.
Aco-op's purpose is to
fill the needs of its
members. You're not just
another customer at a coOp, you're a member,
.an
owner. Co-ops are
responsive to the interests
of their members. A co-op
is a community based
business that is
democratically controlled.

j

It’s worth joining!

principles of the Co-op, other
benefits of membership include:
¢ Check cashing

privileges.
© Receive the informative
Co-op's Newsletter.
© 7% dividends on shares

for the past 8 years.
members by
investing in the little store, the

Co-op was born. The Co-op has
grown through many changes
over the past 20 years, but
members today still support the

same ideals on which the Co-op
was founded:

e Support our local economy
by focusing on locally
gtown and produced foods.
© Promoting a clean world and

good health through
organic farming.

e Reduce waste by providing
foods in bulk.
e Provide nutritional

e Receive a 2% discount
every time you shop.*
e Make loans to the Co-op at
special rates.*
e Use your Co-op card to
receive discounts from
participating merchants.
© Vote in Co-op elections.
© Serve on the Co-op Board

of Directors.

It’s easy to Join!
Just pick up an application
at any
register or the customer
service
window, complete
the application
and return it with a minimum

investment of only $25.

* Fair Share Members only.

information for consumers.

DELI SPECIAL
HOAGIE

SANDWICH

oe

What is a co-op?

gag

We're a
_ Naturally.

Ks

HUTCHIN'S
GROCERY, LIQUOR &

Ce

aevailable at 443-1419.

ae

eddies
ing and
are
parts of the holidays
holida that many
people find difficult to handle.
Seasonal afflicted disorder,an
ailment characterized by falland
winter
apart
Oe
Alsocontri sinegtetrsaess
of the holiday season is the use

for drinkers.”

“particularly

alcoholic to carry aha
wi
the resolution.
“But if he

Join Us...
and become a part of the cooperative spirit!

WITH CHIPS &
SOFT DRINK |
ONLY $1.99

1973-1993

yw

called Seat

the holidays, many
ge who
are light drinkers
Seca
aie ldsby said.
“Habitual drinkers will drink
abusively.

wabinir
wt is he Geen ole offaien.
the
oesn’t
tory of (us) feelings” Goldsby

OO

more than sipping
hot apple ciderby the he to cerclett gather
om
aaee

~

OLE
DLO
OREO

amember ofan Al-Anon

alcoholic to overDecember with the
intent of “postponing sobriety”
until January.

oe

hei

a

The holiday season means

knowledging exactly how they

TE

“t's a family disease,” said

saiditiscommonfor

ee
a
vse recovering alcholic
spend a part of each day Pri

OO

trongly affected
by every alco-

sober

ee ag

other people whose lives are

«AS
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Student, girlfriend tell of alcohol ‘hell’
B

Ae SE, eee

Wrecked cars,

“T'ddo

fights; arrests and

thatI hated my-

“As bad as I was this guy

t

ended up in violence, drunkenarrests
and the destruction of others’ trust in her. “I

blackouts haunt
their memories.
FOE SUF is ei era

showed — but the man was sober.

briety,”
she said.

By Amy Gittelsohn

into didn’t do much good until

1980, a year which brought an

Patadmitsheislucky

to

have survived. He went on a

seemed to be worse,” Pat said.
The old man told Pat “If
don’t want to be drunk,
don’t drink.”

Simple advice, but coming

from another drunk, it made

sense, Pat thought.
neion
For Ruthan
the recognit
of her problem sank in slowly.

Alcoholics don’t have to believe in God as the Bible describes

him to join Alcoholics Anonymous — but many believe they
have seen hell.
Pat, an HSU student and a recov
alcoholic met his girlfriend,
Ruthanne,
at an AA meeting only a few years ago, and
their e:
with alcoholism are similar.
“You live pretty much in a
state of degradation,” said Pat,
33, who drank throughout his
teenage years. “I never wanted
to sleep behind dum
... to
throw up on myself.
Ruthanne,
40, started drinking heavily at 15 and quit three
years ago. She wasmarried,
with
two stepchildren and one of her
own when she stopped drinking. But the marriage to another
drinker, “could not survive so-

tation programs

Peteracnenteeee

—
no one could understand her
lems.
“I had a case of terminal

uniqueness,” she said.

~~

Pat was 12 when he took his
first drink, an outsider who felt
different than his

rs and

knew he “hada lotof problems.”
“Ideveloped adrinking problem when I

that first

beer,” Pat said. “and immedi-

~~ wanted a second.”

e managed
tograduate from
high school and enlisted in the
Marine Corps, which was “a
good
tobea drunkin those
days,”
ee

he said of his first two
in the Corps, when he was
drunk a some chemi-

cal “24 hours a day.”

ee MO

Alcohol Abuse

She felt out of control and more
and more afraid. When

this time he listened.
Pat went into a six-week naval hospital program which in-

of the liver — and Ruthanne
went straight from the hospital
to the bar. It was a habit.
“1 drank then I was
I drank when I was celebrating,” she said.
thanne wasconvinced that
she would die the same way as
her mother, or worse, in a car
accident with other people involved. She was having regular
blackouts — still driving and
functioning — but remember_ing nothing later.

cluded AA meetings, and has

After one of these blackouts

three-day binge, drinking and
taking drugs until he had used
upee the chemicalsavailable on
“Somewhere in all the hallucinations I heard a voice telling
me that ‘if I don’t change I’m
going to die,” he said.
He’d heard that before, but

not had a drink since. At his first
meeting Pat met a man whose
drinking had permanently impaired his vision — and it

done,” she said.

Itscared herintosobriety,and

AAhas
tokeep
her there,
Ruthanne
said. A devoutathiest,
she at first
to the suggestion that she surrender herself toa “higher power” (or God
to some people). But then
Ruthanne decided her higher
power is an older woman,
n
— in fact, very m
like Ruthanne’s grandmother.

“Believe me, in AA there are

all kinds of higher powers,” she
said.
Ruthanne and Pat both volunteer their time to answer calls
to the AA hotline, sponsor new

members by helping them
through AA’s 12-step program,
and continue toattend meetings.
As Ruthanne puts it, the involvement is a way to rework
the steps of the program herself,

sheWhen
creditsRuthanne
with saving
her.
was going

th pec

to

ae

J
which

friend that she had acted fine.
“That scared me worse than

a divorce and strugto stay sober, a woman
m AA would come to her
house and stay for hours.
“All the time that was drinking I didn’t
have people like that

anything else I could have

‘in my life,” Ruthanne said.

Ruthanne

found

out from a

Santa Claus rides a Harley

Avis said that
MMA held “toys

donate canned goods to the
mission. Avis said the run was
in its 18th year.
Dale Erdmann, district managerof MMA, said, “Last year
we had 175, the year before,
225. The right amount of
people show up,” about the
size of this year’s run.
Romaernneeae?

for tots” runs all across the state.

Veterans’ Hall, where
the gifts

clists rode down to the Eureka
Rescue Mission to distribute

By Harry Kassakhian

These Santas didn’t ride
reindeer, they rode hogs.
Sunday morning the Modified Motorcycle Association,
trict E, went on
Division 1,
the annual Motorcycle Toy
Run. With teddy bears
strapped on the backs of the
bikes, more than 100 motorcy-

donated gifts to needy children
for the holiday season.
“Last week there was one in

Redding,” said Dave Avis, one
oftheor

was

of therun, who

in Santa's red cap and

coat.

He also said that they would

were distributed.

10% DISCOUNT
on purchases of accessories or repairs
BUSINESS
SERVICES
BUILDING

(with Student I.D.)
UNIVEGA

TREKus.
ZnIDGESTONE
“Ta

Terry

EXPERT REPAIRS
FRIENDLY ADVICE
FIT KIT SERVICE

1993
DEC-A-DOOR
CONTEST
Come gee the

Christmas creations
of the various
departments in the
Student and

Busi

i

Building!
Check out the doors

- “The Bicycle People”

| OPEN
MON. - SAT.
10

=.

vibe

2811 F Street ¢ Eureka

Sanneet

_on all four floors
and vote for your

favorite. Ballot box
on the 2nd floor
between

F inancial
’

Aid and Cashiers.
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County gets federal emergency City Council tfies
funds to house and feed poor — to increase tourism
®

attention and funds
from federal funds.
a

Humboldt

County

emer-

gency food and
ter proose a
ted to receive

13,195 more this year than last
year from the Federal
Emer-

The United Wa is represented on the national board.
“These dollars, all
are is
a Band-Aid,” said Baker, add-

come callous towards the home-

cover basic food and
ate shelter.
FEMA has allocated
$130
million,
under the Stewart B.
Homeless Assistance
Act of 1987, nationwide
to assist the homeless
and needy for
1994, stated a Nov. 10

cone

ing that the funds would

press release.

The

able by C
npr

The National Emer
Food and Shelter
Board
FEMA allocated $87, 743 to

umboldt County assistance

was made avail-

for the Emer-

and Shelter Na-

to be dis-

tributed in

coming year,

Lee Witt in the release.

such
as Food for

Humboldt
Women for Shelter,
Arcata Food Endeavor, United
Indian Health Services,
Indian

each state,
and $10 millionof
1994 allotment
was set aside by
the national board for state
grants to aid the poor in non-

muni

on “Agency

an

Fortutn Comamuntiy Services.

tor of the United Way of Hum-

boldt County, said, “Unfortunately, we need more money.”
The
sneeds outpace
the size of the grant.
The director said the national
board determined which coun-

ties would receive the funds according to the size of the populationand unem
trates.

National unemployment
rates, total number of unem-

ployed within a civil jurisdiction, total number of individuals below the pov
level
within a
ction and the total
tion are used by the
NE
to decide how much
money to allocate.

The
thorized by
calls for“
sition from
to permanent

tion to the

Fy’94 is aution which
to the trana
homes

atten-

needs of

taland physical doatiteties and
illnesses.
“One of the things we need
to start

at is

CO

Feople don’t

Baker saldomer
abouttodeal
Humboldt
| coune
hearing
a presentation from consultants
hie tohnelp the city
witha
tp With a steahinyy See buslaaias @

care,

it's a

resources,”

of ArcataCity Council’s Dec. 1

burdgeoning
ig number of the

was spent

Recommendations gue to the bounell wanted ahs adeanof the

Cynthia Chason, a memeber

downtown’,

to attract tourists, improve

the entrance to the Arcata Marsh and its bird sarictuary, and

cebeating Pod toc Potdie wild

bring a

The

ve

about the grant, “We

retailer to the community.

identified

byJohn

and his associates as

good candidates
were the Target and WalMart chains.

percent more than last year

rahe tld the ro

Witt also stated that a minimum of $250,000 is
to

People, the Salvation Army,

leasuae
and needy.
i

:

The council commissioned the study to see how it could

has

a

Humboldt county had feceived

Lloegr be

funds for ten

ee

ebngehape

ee

ome ican

“After that we'll set
up a

gs

oe Seuuse wewe're uw formed
gtdefiniteyiopinions.”
er ng

necessarily homeless. The funds
=
food for home pan“There are

who come

recone = Ever
Get APal

in here

Smashed?

for People)
who

there are people who don’t have
the transportation (to
public assistance),” C

said.

-

e

ls ty

tat

:

MEA gt

She said, “There
are definite_

who are in poor heal

due to the lack of resourcesto
nutritious food.”
About the increase in the

FEMA grant Chason said, “It’s
es
q

s the

preg ae the working
they can become

cclbaappert

Bio ache“4

SDT Ker hwy Kt) Pe Oe

about the
all
homelessness.
samaen ti
said that the funds don’t assist

Northcoast

—
heal thanes among
ine cdyetos
erished.
Baker said the
Humboldt
County residents haven't be-

Environmental

Center's

Kco-Boutique

® Be gh pte ge pi jan gin ie

™@ Unemployment
and poverty draw

2

Native and Endangered Plants & Animals are
featured in many of our:

The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilson

e 1994 Calendars
¢ Greeting Cards

wish to congratulate our new initiates...

AME

¢ Puzzles and Games
e T-Shirts
e Posters

° Small Gifts

° 3 ,000- Volume Environmental Libeart
« ECONEWS, Clipping Files, Research Help
° Information And Referral Services

- Plus: Federal Work-Study Jobs Available Now
Holiday

:

Hours:

Monday

Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., Sunday Noon - 4 p.m

879 9th Street, Arcata, CA 95521 (707) 822-6918

-
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Holiday |
Cards now
availablein

Humboldt Holidays
@ There’s more to holiday shopping than mass-market malls.
‘

By Brenda Bishop
UERLER

STA

Sit down, take a deep breath and think
of what December conjures up in your
Let’s face it; despite all our differences
during
the course of the year, December
out one
ty, one frustra-

tion in all of us —the search for the perfect
holiday

A UNICEF CARD... worth so much

in Humboldt County’s little
shops can remedy some of the anxiety

more than the paper it’s on!

“Dal

GIANT MOVIE
POSTER
SALE!
° The perfect gift idee for the Holideys!
° Thousands of old, new, and hard-to-find
*movie posters, from the classic to the
bizarre - our biggest selection ever!

FRIDAY 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
SATURDAY9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

associated with holiday shopping at the

malls. There are simple, innovative alternatives, many within walking distance.

The first stop is Trinidad Bay. Located

12 miles north of Arcata on Highway 101,
the community of Trinidad holds a cornucopia of unusual and rare local gift
ideas.
Upon
en
the Trinidad Tradi
Co: earicomiaie ded by richly col
African and Mexican art.

Located in the back half of the store is

Humboldt
County’s best-keptsecret storehouse of local American Indian art.
There you'll find handmade leather
drums and rattles, Karuk necklaces,
tightly woven Yurok and “3
baskets,
' and a large assortment
of detailed fetishes, walking sticks and soft leather
pouches. Native storybooks and picture
ds are also available.

Another item uniquetothetradingcompany isitshand-blown, pastel-coloredglass

ANDREW HESSEL / THE LUMBERJACK

_LIz Rebholtz points out a star in memory of her
son at Eureka City Hall. A$10 donationtoHospice

bottles. The store is a creative
of Humboldt Is recognized with a star and a light
mixture of cultures and talents.
on one of its three Christmas
trees.
Two blocks down the road is another
shop d
for local artisans. The Galge abe itself on selling
all hand-crafted products.
shop’s walls are
filled with local artists’ watercolor paintings and photographs. Ceramic and
abalone jewelry fill shelves and cases,
with local food products such as Strawberry Creek,
Fieldbrook Wines and the Pride of Trinidad Famous Marinade sauce.
A stopat Katy’s Smokehouse and Fish Market, which boasts of having world-famous salmon jerky,
t make you a believer.
perfect gift search wouldn’t be complete without a trip to Ferndale. Located 15 miles southwest

payee
ctorian village has a reputation for supporting its local artists and producing locally
ous products.

One of Ferndale’s famous institutions is Sweetness and Light.
Using
rich, traditional recipes
and still
chocolates
by hand, Sweetness and Light
is worth the
drive, if only for a GooGoo bar. Sweetness and
t also has a catalog, but it can’t convey the variety

of creamy delights found
t its little Main Street operation.
Another place to check
for hol ian giana ia ie. Fishin Eureka. A selection of smoked salmon and

other local food products can be
an
The HSU Bookstore
has an end-of-semester
sale with many items marked down 20 to 50 percent. The

bookstore
also has some local items
decking
Finally, if you’re headed south for the

“NOW RENTING”

its halls. The college also hasa crafts fair during finals week.
holidays, a south county business worth the
is Korbly

Woodworks, located at the Avenue of the Giants in Miranda. Korbly has an extensive
line of
-made
redwood burl objects, such as jewelry boxes, clocks, cups, vases and elegantly sha
holders.
Korbly will also take special orders and can mail redwood crafts anywhere in
nited States.

REDWOOD
APARTMENTS
BRAND
NEW!
1 bedroom/
1 bath
Energy Efficient
Close to HSU
yey

iN

oF,

|

a

a

QUALITY

ee

Affordable

DEVELOPEMENT
BY

Susan Frost directs the Full Gospel Tabernacle children’s choir at the lighting of
the Hospiceof Humboidt'’s tree In front of Eureke City Hall on last Thuraday.
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The staff will be on ‘holiday for the winter break.
The Lumberjack will be back Jan. 26 to continue.
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Study investigates disabling disease

Researchers investiga te Lyme disease

@ Study seeks to
discover impact of
disease on victims’
thought process.

ticks which spread the debilitat-

, Choseto
study
the
dissane
afte
=
up incentive”
from
ewiste
d hax shapedbectartae soning
the sud
the spirochete borrelia, which
Lyme diseses caught the
ing disease thrive in the cool,
moist coastal areas, Shaffer said.

is medical

8 attention because of

By Srendye Almander

previous
work he had done with
_ ‘multiple sclerosis.
“There are similar cognitive

Come May,
student Thomas
have
reached two milestones—
uating with his Master’s
legree and
the first

study of Lyme disease ever in

Humboldt County.
The twogoals
gohand in hand

for Shaffer,
who has made the

latter the focus of his graduate
thesis.
Lyme
disease is
t on

the Bast Coastand California,
fn
rimarily in Humboldt and

ocino counties, because the

with antibiotics,
ifit isn’t treated,

Lyme disease can disseminate
into other se

and slowly

progress to
tic
or heart problems. The disease
also seems to affect the brain’s

ability to process information.
Shaffer, whose main interest

long-term
memory retrieval processes.

problems with such cognitive
tasks as recalling
the
alphbet
or
pre hem picytee
apprord to
a sen-

In looking closely at semantic
and visual areas of
that
maybe affected by the disease,
Shaffer
to correlate
mental
with
ized

fence Statler
sid.
said victims
may
semantic

cbpectacheter opptsand

tests.

aeeiinaaerae

asa fork or
not being able to remember
its
name.
“These
are good people who

is to corre-

test scores wi

characteristic of Lye doss

Comey ‘
and both diseases are frequently patien ts shes
,” Knight said.
In fact, Shaffer called Lyme . Who have already been
nosed
with
the
disease
after
they
disease “the great imitator” beee
cause it can imitate several other See
2
diseases,
making it very difficult in The Lumberjack.
tod
After a brief meeting to gain
The
of Shaffer's study background information on the

is fourfold.
He is trying to repli
cate results
of a 1990 study done
at New York’s Ston
State
University which indicated areas of impairment from Lyme
disease were verbal memory and

are hurting and confused,”

"Timer an qunew enw

Shaffer said.

Although a certain level of
impairment
persists at all times,

how they got the disease, Shaffer
of tests
a seriesers
then administ
allow him to determine
—
ow a subject perceives, uses,
information.
and

the severity
of that imp:

seems to come and go, he said.
There is also a great variance

in the

Following the cognitive test-

ease.

Some subjects
have had to quit
and
go on disability,
ment and don’t seem to have
now, Shaffer said.

Although it is

word

appear on the comeacenund the eubiesseeal
ter be asked to recall what it
was.
The goal of the tests
are
diese eeitennanne
area of the brain that is in Lyme
disease.
To check the validity of his
study, Shaffer will also have t
a control

to residents.

There are 49 tick
in
California,
only one of which is
known to carry the disease,he
oo

-

“There
is no reason to panic

over Lyme disease,” Shaffer said.
“It is treatable, es
ly if
caught early, ... and the chance
of
the disease
is low.”
“There
has been much
awareness
here about Lyme dis- .
ease,” he said. “It is
t
the community know
ther is
research
going on here.”
Persons between the agesof
18 and 64 who have been diagnosed with Lyme disease in the
seven years can participate
Shaffer's study.
More information
is available
at 826-3573.

heteshelemaannies

he said.

haffer’s tests so far have

shown that Lyme disease causes
impairment in word retrieval

and other tasks requiring sub-

jects to retrieve information
presented
to them earlier.
FRANK MINA / GRAPHICS
EDITOR

ee

cate
a2to
t
‘idm bate in Ghoee amas -

disease which matches his group
of Lyme victims in
, age
and education. “Al
these factors are correlated
with memory

The disease is

t in

Humboldt County, Shaffer said
that discussion of Lyme disease
should
not send off alarm bells

risen end recall. An object or

é

to which victims

have been affected
by the dis-

an extening, subjects complete
sive survey on their health and
medical history.
The final step of the process
involvesaspeci computer program
the Colorado Nerve
ychology Test. The series of
computer tests involves recog-

|

peegte

alactod
by Lyme
yme diasaoe and
haven't gotten a fair shake,”

subjects, including when and

ee

also

for

its victims. Many experience

Fuzzy logic helps machines think in shades of gray
themselves.
® Fuzzy logic
solves problems for
which yes or no
don’t work.

“Say we could build a machine that could drive
car
to the store,”
said
philosophy
Professor
Bob Snyder. Fuzzy
logic would allow the machine
to make the choices it would

need to get there.
an

exactl
te

same

tre

in.

every

itcouldnever hindi. There

are
so man poses
er thaplhedtrraid
der said.
In the real world, things
are
not always
black and
white.

In “Introduction
tothe Theory

to of Fussy Subsets,” Arnold
=

g Kaufmann wrote
the way hu-

| _ ‘man thought
works is through

peneeettpactioniienand

a yes
or no.
In an article

the

St.

and opened new doors through
mathematical infinity as it reduced
e
te mathto

of a balding man tocae
and clbding tle wa
ER
machines
have traditi Onallybeen — sure
designed to deal with on or off,
Bald isa term that most

the

Bart Koskoin

contrasts
withthe way it which
typical computer programs have

Petersberg

for

Times,

Margo

worked.
Most of our

think they can easily

That’s where fuzzy logic comes

However, when doesa
man
become
bald? Pull ahair
out of his head. Does that make
him bald? How about three? At

in.

cian

Bertrand Ruseell first

of mathematical realtyby

Thr

»” wrote

ot

.

the use of if-then
ties built into micro-

chips, machines
can now
define. choices on
Own. -

true or false, or black —

What programmers have overlooked has been the myriad
shades of gray in any situation.

a special case

what point does a hill become a

Sin meee toe
|

in recent years

and videorecorders.
These

hig}

mountain?
A pond a lake?

of

logic deals with the lack

precision

in the world._.

See Fuzry, page22.
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Does your club have any interesting science events scheduled?
The Lumberjack Science editor wants to hear about it.
Send it to: Science Editor — Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
:

Nelson Hall East 6

Arcata, Calif. 95521

Phone: 826-3271

Scientists believe

alcoholism genetic

@ Studies show that alcoholism could be
inherited. If so, there may be a test that
could identify potential alcoholics.
the best

By Andrew Heesel

Holiday Ideas:
e“HANDWOVEN scarves,
stoles, placemats
& bibs...
*HANDKNIT
caps, tams,
sweaters
& booties...
eHANDMADE doilies,
tams, needles
& hooks...

*HANDSPUN

yarns...

open daily
822-4269
941 H Street,

Here’s

Hoping

You’re

Beat that final exams STRESS

Arcata

Coping

!!

- come join us and relax.

6th through
be openn9 am to 4:30 pm, December
tio
Room will
So} The Relaxa
an
December 17th (Call or stop by Psychological Services to schedule
appointment - upstairs from the Student Health Center 826-3236)

3) Drop-in aerobles: December 13th 11-11:50, 12-12:50, and 1-1:50_(FC 250)
oe

away to
Recent research
y in
abilit
' detect alcoholism
boys, based on the theory that it’s a
genetic trait.
The study,
presented in
the May issue
of the
of Studies on
Alcohol, was
conducted at
the University
of Pi
The
test
which alternately
computer,
a
used
showed four different views of ahead
with only one ear. The subjects were
one button if it was
instructed to
for a right
t button
d
i
aleftear,a

ear.

|

14th 8-8:50, 12-12:50, and 3-3:50 (FC 126; noon

December 15th 11-11:50, 12-12:50, and 1-1:50 (FC 250)
Dp Guided relaxation sessions will be held on December 14th, 15th, and 16th in

ical Services, upstairs from the Student
the Group Room (room 223) at Psy
Health Center. For more information, call 826-3236. Bring afriend !!!

The children’s brainwaves and eye
activity were monitored, along with
their responses and reaction times.

Subjects ane

a. two

an
The high-risk grou
oups.
of
history
family
igh
exceptionally
had
group
The low-risk
alcoholism.
alwith
no close relatives diagnosed
coholism or other major psychological disorders.

Analysis of the data from 89 chil-

dren found no significant difference
. But boys in the
in their
significantly
had
group
high-risk
or

smaller,

of alcohol-

ism cabin.

lower-amplitude,

“eventbrainwaves of a type Ci
related potential.”
ERP waves are associated with inactivity in the
formati

the ERP

brain. And research

genetically.
waveform is
echien on seco study, one-third of
inthe
high-risk
wi
be expected to Scots ax ciel
on
ane

that had reduced ERP amplitude.

bor found.

Butjust because a trait runs
that doesn’tmean
in families,
it’s built in at conception. Alcoholics’ children might be
heavy
drinkers

cause

just be-

they

imitate their

rents’ bevior.

_

A

1984

Swedish

study found
that twins’
drinking habits are similar whether the
twins are raised together or
apart. The correlation between identical
twinsis about
twice that between fraternal
twins.

In other words, someone
whose twinisaheavy drinker
is likely to also drink a lot,
whether or not the two ever
meet.

Thissuggestsa
much strongenetics
from
ger influence
than fromenvironmentwhen
it comes to alcohol use, but
doesn’t directly address the
problem of alcohol abuse.
Another Swedish study
nt of
found that 22

adopted males whose biologi-

cal fathers abused alcohol
were also alcoholic. Only 4
rcent of adopted-awa
Peughters ofslcoholictathers
were alcoholic.
Other studies

are re

with —

pothesis of a

ic

influ-

ence on male
olism.
Scientists haven’t discovered how alcoholism works
or which bit of DNA makesit

Since ancient times, the tendency

more likely. But a test which

in familiesmhas
to run lis
for alcoho

ed.sugModern research
been observ
gests the tendency is passed on geneticall y:
:
male
About25 percent of alcoholics’
alcoholics,
relatives are themselves
with less than 5 percent of
y
the males in the
according to a 1979
review of such
studies.

Alcoholism
in a parent or sibling is

detects that unlucky roll of

the genetic dice could be abig
‘Eon

the disease.
genes, noone
becomes an alcoholic with-

outconsuming

amounts

of alcohol
over a
of time.
That means it can be

. Early identification of people at risk could
allow more effective counsel-

ing to reduce alcohol abuse.

We aren’t abandoning you. It may
seem that way, but we'll be back. Just

give us a few weeks for winter break...
Look for the next issue of

The

Lumberjack
on newsstands Jan. 26.
-
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Eagle interactions onn Trinity Lake studied
™@ Graduate student seeks to determine the effects

of water management policies on eagles on Trinity
Lake. Eagles interact with boats, ospreys and
fluctuating water levels.
boats.” He said that as of yet he hasn’t
By Pat Ketiey
SCIENCE EDITOR
An HSU graduate student studied the
eee

policies on

thesis.
his
part of Maste
rs’

fs seell bo banter Plcsiata Gite.
lamation water
activities

wereaffcing eae on te Trinity eer
nha

that oso ay ace tage

student. “We were

evel changes

during

course

eagles’ breeding cycle. These nae

occur
as the reservoirs
are called u
meet municipal water needs during the

summer months.

stan said one of the things he looked
at was whether or not eagles tended to
nest near places that have steep shorelines.
Steep shorelines don’t recede from the

vegetation line as much as shallower

shorelines do. Since eagles principally
hunt from a
selecting a site with a

steep sh

bother the
to
their
diautbutions becaune of
He added thata

Kristan, an me wildlife

concerned with the effects wane avid
fluctuations, boating and osprey
on the

dry

|_

would keep the birds

closer
to the water. This would increase
their effectiveness at
Kristan also studied the
of boat
use
on the
Kristan said he wanted
to find out if
t use was affecting
eagle
foragi habits.
iw
to see more direct boatoa interactions than we did,” Kristan
said. “I hardly ever saw eagles flushed by

raptors and
are direct competitors
with the
jee
sig
“We wanted
to find out if any of the
management practices were favoring
roanKristen said, "
are more
t of people.” He added that behunt predominantly in
flight, dr
water levels would have
less effecton them than on the perchhunting eagles.
in water level also affect
the
ee
of various fish
tions.
Some species spend more time closerto
than others. Since
will
Sececdnenenenarene and

of tall dead trees or snags near the
water's edge. Atop the snag eagles
can perch and look for food in the
surrounding
Clair Engle Lake in Trinity County.
The study will determine if boating
on the lake have affected the
eagles’ hunting habits.

eagles tend to forage at the surface, this

Ee

Another interaction between
the eagle
and
a
pirating. Eagles will
that has caught a fish
walethes:
aan
Kristan said an interesting reversaloc
curs as the osprey population
grows.
Eagles have wing spans of seven to
enon ten rey wing spans are generSelgmeatas six feet. Eagles are also

heavier birds.

might favor osprey.

“Eagles tend to win these confronta-

tions one on one,” Kristan said, “but

osprey
will gang up on eagles and drive

themawayoreven takefish from them.”

or
the Trinity lake a oir
begin
mating
process
in
mid-Janu-

ary and lay auntie houka-taanh
later.

Safety in Numbers Escort Service
826-3456

one
'

ame aa
ge

Kristan

ale y Jay. paisa

: ao cin a —

——_
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“

breeding cycle

Eagle populations are beginning to

coves frcan the severe declines in the 1950s

through the 1970s due to DDT.

LYME DISEASE

-

ae

oe

out if this was because the boats

Have you been diagnosed with |
Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are you between 18- 64 years
old’
Your participation could aid in
our research.
Please call (707) - 826 - 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
(

over

the

footbridge

)

Good Thru 12-22-930ne Coupon Per Customer Please

Mr. Thomas Shaffer

& facial core

, cards & tapes
®
eBaskets
eEssential olls & Perfumes
eGift ideas

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296
(between 10th &lith)
|
Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5

PHOTO COURTESY
OF BILL KRISTAN

SPECIAL

STUDENT

ssion ®
e on 5¢FridaysAdmi
/ Regular Admission $3
Live Horse

Bill Kristan, an HSU graduate student, is studying eagles on Trinity Lake. The study seeks to
determine the relationship between eagles and boats, ospreys and boat use.

wl
|
& Counselling
Group
OP.
¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children

Racing

° Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal

via satellite at

785 18th Street
“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822-2481

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
races

©
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*rwreweerer?

© © &
ov

est

AiG cone

the

90

Christmas Caroling...

like at che track just
© Daily food service; beer

|
and wine
e Large no-smoking room

Birth control services

Sx

Se Low cost non-prescription birth control supplies :
» Low cost confidential AIDS/HIV testing
m

wegr

HUMBOLDT GREEN

S
T
N
E
M
T
R
A
P
A

(the wagon holds 50-601) at your

schoolchurch ec.

&

Christmas Vacation

ee

Day Camps
Session
1: Dec. 20 thru24

Session
2: Dec 27 thru 34

§ & up
Hours: 8:30-4:30 ° Ages

Christmas eo QQMiayrides, mes, hay
camaall ee
Barn Parties
Lot’s of fun-

the barn holds 250!

baby calves,
ae

& much more!

nah

asa

Sane

ee

ee

Only
:

All facilities available for all hinds of parties including
fundraisers, grand openings, western events, weddings,
paiades, office parties. Indoor location available
during
bad weather,

Service
onal
First Class
Reasonable Rates * Professi

Collenberg Dairy
1555 Mad River Road * Arcata

822-1309
Danette and Randy Collenberg

Xe

° Continued from page 19
Washing machines can now
determine
the best washing cycle
based on water level, aad size,
the type of dirt and soils and
fabric. Some can gauge whether
or not the laundry is clean
enough
after the cycle and begin
again if necessary.
While fuzzy logic has revolutionized some aspects of the
high-tech industry, Hammond
wrote that some Western scientists are still skeptical. According to her article, many scientists
feel that the traditional scientific
method may be threatened.
Industry has not been so hesitant, however. Corporations
such as General Electric, PG&E

and Ford have begun investigating the merits of getting fuzzy.
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For more info call 445°3037 or 445°1756
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coverage

Peaturing Bay
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recency

Large multi-screen
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3

blocks

Free Cable T.V.

H.$.VU.
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Macintosh.

=

eyes
he ns ou ea

rayrmiinnsnidperronpacora
life.
academic
your
For
And the rest of your life.

Why is the Apple® Macintosh® the computer of choice among edu- Cially-designed collection of seven top-rated programs-alll for one
cators and administrators
alike?
low price. It's an exclusive offer just for colleges and universities,
For nearlya decade, Macintosh has helped educators all over the available only through your Apple Campus Reseller And it’s for a
world more easily put thoughts into words, numbers
into patterns, limited time.
and ideas into images. It’s given those who have something to saya
very powerful
way to say it.

cos

Macintosh. ee

les than you

think.

is

**

- —

Oe

..

eye
<i
=
es
2
eS
Ss

SS
‘s

Macintosh for both academic and home use. When you purchase a
er,
a speyou'll receive
or PowerBoohk™ comput
select Macintos

~~

—

:

PowerBook

‘Macintosh Quadra® 660AV

Duo 230

The power user’s system, featuring Apple’s
latest audio visual technology.

The light slim, notebook computer, popular
with both faculty and administrators.

Price includes computer, Apple

Price includes computer, built-in dis-

play, 4MB RAM, internal 80 MB hard

AudioVision™ 14 Display, internal

disk drive, Macintosh External Floppy
Disk Drive and PowerBook Duo™

AppleCD™ 300i CD-ROM drive, 8
MB RAM, internal 230 MB hard disk
drive, Apple Adjustable Keyboard,

Floppy Adapter.

and mouse. ~

Our most affordable '040 is perfect
for working at home
Price includes Quadra 800, Apple 16” Color Display, 8 MB RAM,

Price includes computer, Apple 14”
Color Plus Display, 4 MB RAM, internal 80 MB hard disk drive, Apple

internal 230 MB hard disk drive, Apple Extended Keyboard, and

Keyboard II, and mouse.

ee

re

mouse.**

§_ Regular Price .. . $4118.00

Sale Price
$2955

$1,349

Cash Price
$2869

* Does not include
the

The

Campus

Software

Set

for

The Great Apple Campus Deal.

Macintosh

If you've been considering
a Macintosh or PowerBook purchase consider this: there’s never been a better time tobuyon campus.
©

Just purchase from a wide range of qualifying Macintosh and

cre)
*
& &
2 ews
Oe

PowerBook

1993, and January28, 1994, and you'llalso receive The Campus Software
Set for Macintosh, a set of seven top-rated software programs with a
combined suggested retail price of $596.*

&
aw
ef
Lateef
.

~

those shown—between November 1,

“ke ao iehaenaniinns on products and diane.
contact your Apple Campus Reseller:

SDI

:

ngs tenenan

rar Mace At work, or

at
“Based on the combined Suggested Retail Prices of the products in the Campus Software Set for Macintosh 28 of October 1, 1993. ©1993 Apple Computer, lnc.

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday —
Phone: 826 - 3741

ae

Prices

APCD, hedisRtan, Dosrediaels eid Seneeies a ees

are for HSU stadents, Staff, and Faculty oaly. Proof of enrolment or employment is required. hems may be subjett to evallabilty from manufscturer.
jacdce cemfreaprs hada wate
rater ackbanynaahonnbaerstpepeanatinerti suenitedh: ies
oh

product
merchandise
purchased.
are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special ordering. Therefore,
soles are Gac!; ne selands. Prices are eubbject to change at any the.
"
v7
*

Combine
a little plot, a little cuteness and
pepe Sits enormous energy andi sbound

roduce

-

worthw:

something

w millions to see “Mrs. Doubtfire.”

You'd think an adorable, lisping 5-year-old Ty

bry could pul of ay

movi ecto

caaens-

could pull off any movie — even one with-

a
s

plot
— but
“Mrs. Doubtfire”
has no real
hoacting worthmentioning nothing,

taclar ex ept for the talent of a comic

h the movie makes you la
you
feel choad at the same time because it’s nothing more than a stand-up routine
ed
around
some cute kids. The movie aspires
to be
a warm story about broken family values, but it
ends up as a slapstick comedy with TV sitcom

oanicl,

layed by

Williams, is
)

irrespon-

an

sible, chil
father
:
who “does voices” when
he has a job, bu oie
ag
ymate to his

children’ His

played by

Sal y Field, is a

buckled-up, button-down interior decorator
tiredof “always
pay?

the bad
and deSaas a divorce.
In an

pet

apd

press

eric

at

Willams, top, poses

back on,
and
yng

end visitation

rights

allow,

forms

into

Daniel

Robin

transa

available to

wife’s new

Peter Brosnan.
Brom

lipstick anda Wig, king themnoth
off puting

on

ae « nanny to clean

up his house, martial probleme and viel hie chikiren in

to fool
,
cau:
te ote People gating
ouaht

It’s hard to believe the playful
Daniel could
ovasbe spares a Hoe
, but even harder
to aegis an old meddlesome woman that
eet
rdrormen tasty It’s
lainedwhy everyone, inclu
tha new boy
put up with so m

"Although Willamsdg i impress

verbal abuse or why someone
would ask an old

familiar
after 14 years of

Directed by Chris Columbus,

ays
ae
ey
be hunted down for child

“Despite everything, it will be
com

ive,it

wasn’t convincing. His hands were still hairy
and anyone’s eyes would lookmore
than slightly

wih

pope
to

cen
there’s someeS

4

tan yout back on this Hi. Wil
seyeres mony Sole higen
eer pig re
Poe tenay. The movie ian't but he i

Besides, he’s

The movie isn’t, but he is
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from the
Moonstone

|

Vi AS

Factory Store

¥

1563 'G' St. Arcata

Gift Ibeas $30.00 and Under
MOONSTONE

¢

Peruvian Hat ¢

Modern

MoonliteCap

©
Moonstone T-Shirt ¢
PATAGONIA*Bunting Finger-

lessGloves

©

LW

Capilene

Underwear

Wool Hat

CEAGLE CREEK

ClassicDay

Pack ¢Travel Wallet Street
Scene Fanny Pack «© Wallets

¢

OR

Compact Travel Kit «

Basic
First Ald Kit

Giff Ibeas $90.00 and Under

PATAGONIA © MW Capilene
Underwear ¢
©

EAGLE

Shorts

CREEK

©

Stioent

Trek
Day Pack © Knapsack

DANA ¢ Halé Moon Fanny
Packo
Re
First
Aid Kits Seattle Sombrero ¢
THERMAREST
¢
Sleeping
Pads ©

Lite Chair Kit

Gilt Ieeas $109.00 and Under
MOONSTONE*Pile
Pile Tights Pile

Sweater
Zip-T

PATAGONIA eSynchifla SnapT *Bombacha
Shirts

Pants oFlannel
Blankets

EAGLE CREEK ¢

Companion

Brief Case Dau Trek Dau Pack
GREGORY °Taos Day Pack
*THERMAREST

eSleeping Pads

What’s in a name?
l@ From the Grateful Dead to the Dead
Kennedys, bands continue to strive for
the most original moniker.

include Front 242, bjérk,
Dead Milkmen,
Sex Pistols, Pink
Floyd and They Might Be Giants.

is the use of names taken from

By Jackson Garland
There are more heed names
floa
music
Some of these names are so
obscure that any attempted interpretation of
could lead
to either an ulcer or early death.
“What shall we name our
member
’ band?” asks a
of a garage band that’s just getting its start.

After hours of vigorous re-

search (flipping
Francisco

Chronicle’s

the San
Datebook

the animal kingdom. Some examples include The
Byrds, The
Beatles, Stray Cats, Jellyfish and

‘Butt-heads.

There are several categories of
names that youcan choose from.
Eachcategory
can typify, or cap-

ture, the essence and feel of your
band.
The first type of band name is
something I call the “Name and
Posse” style. Some notable examples are Bill Haley and the
Comets, George Thorogood and
the Destroyersand the infamous
Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch
Humboldtband Buddy Brown
and the Hound Dogs has found
success with its name.
Richard
ins, lead singer
of the Hound foes said,
“We
wanted to find something that
rhymed with Brown. We tried
clown but decided on hound,
which was a term used in old
blues songs.”
Another popular style of
names commonly implemented

ee
“(Lead

Small

County

tee ane

tribe.

Hot Tuna.

Fish,

a Humboldt

band whosetitleseems

) Pete Collins

said

McDowell, drummer

to be derived from a finned ani-

for the band. “We were all com-

mal of the sea, actually ac
itsname throughanentirelydifferent set of circumstances.
“When
we were first starting
to jam, before

ing up with cheesy
names and
Lakota was a name we all
thought was good. We liked it
because
it wasn’t a cliché.
“Music is all

we were an
actual band,

all

we got busted

for growing
ot

while eating ice cream), I’ve de-

veloped an ingenious program
for naming your band.
Choosing an adequate name
can be very important. A band
name can be everything when
people want to see you perform
t haven’t heard your music.
an image with your
band name that isn’t entirely
accurate can prove disheartening to your band’s future. For
example, a band named Metal
Deathmongers
which plays folk
and bluegrass music will most
likely receive a bad reception
from a crowd of Beavises and

The Arcata-based funk and

reggae band Lakota derives its

up

on

umboldt

Hill,”

said

Chuck

Johnson, bass

playerandal

ternating

rhythm,”
con-

“W

oe

-

tinued. “If you

COMINg up with ._lookbackatin-

digenous cul-

Cheesy names

tures, Native
:

and Lakota was

Americans

perenter
you'll

they wed a. t

a name we all

lea

r

——

singer . for

thought

:

sherrif’s dee

because it wasn’t

that we were

‘small fish
retty worth- :

a

_ the eight of us

:

are on stage

a Cliché.”

_ oe
undreds o
people in the

GABE MCDOWELL

oo So the

next
week
when
we
were trying to think of a name,
we thought Small Fish was per-

fect. You can credit our name to
the D.E.A.”
However, Johnson hashisres-

ervations about the name.
Something that works well is
naming your band after groups
or masses of people, such as
10,000 Maniacs, A Tribe Called
Quest and 1,000 Homo Djs.

Another strategy that goes
down well is naming your band
after human body parts. Just see-

ing the name on posters is a

guaranteed crowd pleaser. Several examples include Belly,
Talking Heads, Simple Minds,
Revolting Cocks and the
Butthole Surfers.
Then there’s what I refer to as
the “Miscellaneous” category.
This could include anything
from culturally motivated
names to a title that will leave

na-

ture. It’s the

SmallFish ~~ good. We liked it
partment said

in

Lakota drummer

audience, we

are all moving
to the same

beat.”

But be warned, names aren’t

eve

Ro

g- It helpsto beat least

7 Papasan
5
act vi-

ties condinaantad CenterArts,
said when booking bands, “The
band’s name is probably the last
variable on the list and would
probably only come into play if
itwasanegativename
that might
offend someone. A name is just a
name.”
Phil Lindsey, booking

co-

sooo aed a

ordinator for the Humboldt
s

that have

energy

hind them, bands that engage
the audience.”
mabe tangy
Ramelonct
everything, some
listen-

ing audience still judges a book,
or band, by its cover. It’s
job to ensure
that your
has
an attractive dust jacket.

‘Spike and Mike’ continues to disgust
By Meri Thompson
Sweater
*Pneumatic
jacket
and Pants ©
Guide Shell
°DANA ¢Terraplane
ne ©

eee,

Human excrement, dogs in
heat ee
mishap are all
of
this
’s
“Spike and
ke’s Sick toa Twisted Reet
val of Animation.”
“Puke a Pound” and “Sweating ‘til the Shit Falls
Out of Your
Ass” star a sadomasochistic Richard Simmons who gets one
woman to lose weight by beating her with a whip while yell“Throw up you bitch!”

orndog” is an embarrass-

ing pet that suddenly goes into

heat while

guests.

his owners

have

This year, the show runs 18
premieres along with several”

classic bonus films.”

Beavis and Butt-head star in

ima

y

“classic” films

udge: “Frog Baseball,”
in which the duo finds a frog to

use as a ball,
and “Peace, Love

and Understanding,” in which

the MTV vidiots sniff mode

ue, grunt the

guitar lick to

oke on the Worer™ and then
© to a “Monster Truck
rashathon.”

Spike and Mike, creatorsof

6h

“hen

|_\e/_Review_
Film: “Spike & Mike’s Sick and
Twisted Festival
of Animation”
Where: The Minor
s

When: Through Dec. 16
SEB

the show, have outdone themselves this
by finding
new
and slightly crazed artists for

the show.
took
the best
films from the first “Sick and

See Sick,
page 29
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Susan White, a regular of the Humboldt County karaoke scene, will leave for Texas with hopes

822-2680

of making It big in country music.

Guitar in hand, student finds

932

‘opportunity’ in country music
was an absolute
blast; I had the

ae

t time,”
she said,

Most students spen d their last
semester of college —
tery tence
a
[ae ineieaaoaaetilieitions
her cowboy boots.
With only a
guitar, —
‘aeeand eeaeeanel:
White, a recreation administration and business
senior, is geta
hopes of makingit big.
After being heard by a music
from Texas,
she was

told that she could

probabl

She has also performed at
Knott’s Berry Farm in Buena
Park, Calif.
Although
White can inc
rate her own upbeat rhythm and
sassy style into any cover song,
her strength
lies in her original
Her music has only one real
message
and that’s
to have fun.
“T’m just saying anybody
can
get up and have a good time,”
she said.
White
also admitted country
music can be very stereotypical
at times.
“You talk about your man who

agigat Billy Bob’s, One
one ofDallas’s
hottest country night clubs.
“There’s a lot of opportunity
for musical careers” for singers

ran away with a pick-up truck
and the dog,” she said.

White has a natural twang in

can doa lot of things with coun-

who find their niche, White said.
her voice

her a country

music natural.
“Country’s fun;
le love to dance to country
music. It’s not vulgar. It’s not
violent,” she said.
White, who makes her home
in Arcata, has virtually domi-

nated the karaoke scene in

Humboldt ee

She’s won $375 in prize money

doing Elvis, Billy Ray Cyrusand
Tanya Tucker tunes.
Last month she played with
the Road Masters, a
band on the country “eh

“It’s also very versatile. You

try music. I’m writing a new
song about man bashing — it’s
Tid

te said she has only one
taps

of the music she

t mpage
in
I can move to and
hove
e I’m performing. I
Si Bt 0S
Her man-bashing song, entitled “Underneath My Boots,”

definitely
has a kick to it. “Flying down the highway, gonna
do Sr meay!
find the
night life, gonna make him think

twice/ Gonna set him straight
‘cause I’m not going to wait and
I'm
make
,
ussapivsenantine
hasn’t
had many chances
to play
in Humboldt Comnten
“I don’t like to step on other
people’s
toes. Their music scene
is their music scene and I’m not
involved in that unless they ask
me.”
Although White has been
playing the guitar since she was
15 and singing in choirs since
she

was

young,

she

{—

Jamaica

Red

Pea Gin wc

an

POWER 96.3 KARAOKE
as CGS oe

never

thought about a career until she
came
to HSU.
“I started sin
with m
friends at
ibe said
:

Thursdays

9 - midnight

Prizes/Fun!

She ~~ _
her friends now de-

mane

Sth St. - arcata

t she brings her guitar

here
she goes.
te relies on the audience
interaction and eye contact to

Happy

draw energy for each perfor-

Hour

mance.
“I really like to communicate

with my audience,” she said.

“I'ma ham. If I can get one person dancing and singing, that’s

Vonday

Soehe ly Sa

enough
for me.”

who

,

re

Vigitl

PATOL
EAY da

ones

convinced one Léa do thie

and that I shouldn’t
be afraid to
do it. If I make it, that’s
and if I don’t, hey, I’m still having
a lot of fun.”

‘Satan’s Horn’ trumpets blues talent
Bailey, born and raised in
‘Soe
Los
les doesn’t just curse
in rap, it wails
in the
Ray
ag first album, “Satan’s

Horn,”sings of souls stolen by
crack, the
on the movie

screens and love that grows like

la

payed

eeehas sung and
tar
in Los

guia in Los Angeles

goes to the source of the sound
— hard times and a famine of
love. “Satan’s Horn” is an honest album for a time that’s
too

loud to hear soft guitar licks.

ik tins a
shuffle
in “Back to the Movies” to the
sublime twitches
on “You Sold

4975 Valley West Bivd., Arcata

Your Love.”

In “Bad Times, Sad Times,”

Bailey sets the tone of the song

See Bailey,
page 28

101 to Giuntoli

c

xit (next to McDonald’ Ss)

822-4861 ext. 283
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‘No Alternative’ album —
lives up to its name

Beavis and Butt-head

album ‘kicks ass’ —

By Eric Souza

vocalist and guitarist, has

water of sey, gets
Sy Sal Derqaet
Beavis and Butt-head
rule. Who else

could put

_ “kick ass” c

the hardest-hitting,

something about the twang in his voice
that seems to fit the
Sir Mix-A-Lot’s
“Monsta Mack”
might
not seem like a
Beavisand Butthead-a

song, but once the lyrics

tion album this side of kick in, it proves
itself worthy
of their

the “Judgment
t” soundtrack?
No one, that’s
“The Beavis and Butt-head Experience”
should not be

passed over as
simple,
tional
bandwagon music.
Instead, itshould
be seen as a
grand mix of
metal and rap
cal: dash =

breathy “huh huh” laughs and is deserving at least of “that’s cool!” Although the
song is admittedly sexist, the beat and
lyrics are as sure to
ingrain themselvesin
your mind just as
“Baby Got Back” did.
Aside from the
original recordings
by metal, thrash and
rap bands, the album
features
ts of
Beavis and
Butt-head
inbetweensongs.
The
valilile weoeumedlen
have two songs of
their own on the album. The first is
“Come
to Butt-head,”
a disco track with
Butt-head trying to
score by offering to
do things “that really

Sasansll eee
“Experience”
features 10 new
songs by various
artists rangin
from Aerosmi
to White Zombie, all of which
are guaranteed
to appeal to the

suck, for your love.”

most
devout
metal heads.
Megadeth’s
“99 Ways to Die”

is a welcome re-

turn to “kick-ass” (huh huh). The guitars
wail, the drums beat at a frantic pace and
you can almost imagine David Mustaine
sneering as he belts out the lyrics.
White Zombie's “I Am
Hel ” is a stunning follow-up to its “La Sexorcisto” release. Lead singer Rob Zombie’s voice is
less abrasive
and assaultive,
but the song
is good and scary nonetheless.
Down the Barrel of a Gun”
has Anthrax sounding just like the Beastie
Boys in its better days. Besides that, the
song just makes you want to “knock stuff

over,” as Beavis and Butt-head said on
the album.

Primus

as its beautiful,
bassy

self,
asong of humor dedicatedto
Beavis and Butt-head.

“I ain’t one for poetry / I ain’t one for

.-- but I do get a kick out of that
vis and Butt-head’ show.”
If an
was meant to be a
spokesman for Beavis and Butt-head, it’s
us

lead singer Les Claypool. There’s just

There is also a duet
with Cher on “TI Got
You Babe,” a remake
of Sonny and Cher’s
original song, in
which Butt-head does score, believe it or
not.
The only real disappointment

on

the whole album is Jackyl’s pathetic
little ditty “Mental Masturbation.”
The song is just Jacky! at its typical
worst, trying to be a real metal
band
but failing miserably. It’s too bad
Beavis and Butt-head couldn’t find
someone better to fill the space occuied by Jackyl. Someone like Pearl
fos or en
just someone cool.
Atany rate,
Beavis and Butt-head
ce” is an enormously good mix
So
. I advise you to only
purchase
this
if you appreciate
that type of music, though. The songs are
the major focus of the album — theyre
just too good to simply be placed to the
side of Beavis and Butt-head’s laughter.
PS.If you do obtain this album, be sure

to let
last track er all the way
through. There’s a little surprise
at the
end that isn’t listed on the cover.

aVoa

There is no such thing as Alternative
music.

album
At least that’s what a es
stated, despite having songs by gro
Socalginen, Soul Asylum and the
Breeders.
“No Alternative” is the third in a
series ofalbums intended toraise money
nce
to ee
and ee
two
culture.
through popular
albums were “Red Hot + Blue” and
“Red Hot + Dance.”

The album would be worth buying
even if the money wasn’t going to such
a worthwhile cause. It is a wonderfully
eclectic mix of metal, mellowness,
motown and rap by groups who are
labeled alternative but really seem more
to be.
like
they would
thanam
mainstre
The inside of the album cover stated

that alternative rock music is a myth
ity’
with Elvis sightings,
“on
avin food and rn er ge ationships.”

wenty bands recorded new mateion,
songs
including
rial for this compilat
by Matthew Sweet, the Beastie Boys

| and UrgeOverkill.
It seems likea strange
combination, and it is, but breaking
down barriers is what the album is
about.
“We must learn that labeling music
creates borders and these borders create factions,” stated the album’s liner
notes. “Don’t categorize. Just listen.”
Smashing Pumpkins offers a great
song called “Glynis” that starts extremely mellow and slowly picks up
pace until it becomes a fairly bouncy
song.
Billy Corgan, Smashing Pumpkins

Cl

asa

His band’s album, “Siamese Dream,”
was one of the most awaited “alternative” releases of the summer. The addi-

eel ieive tof recordings brugft
t

t album.
dgarden even tones its. music
down, with lead vocalist
Chris Cornell

cutting his guttural bellows in “Show
Me.”
UncleTupelo,aband not
mentioned with the likes of Soundgarden
and Smashing Pumpkins,
southern rock song called

a
"It

joes back and forth from a mellow bal-

ad into a heavy guitar-based overkill.
Its mournful lyrics stay in your head for

a long time

listening to i t.

In the spiritof the benefit,
the second

to last track on the album is a live a
capella recording from Patti Smith called
“Memorial Song.”
She prefaces the
with a short

speech about not fo

friends lost

to AIDS. The message of the song is
stronger than the music itself.
“The departed live on in the memory
of the living,” Smith said.
In an unlabeled “m
ee
up that soundssuspiciously like
NirSoaveiees the cients with a brooding
piece that leaves the listener in a quandary of how to receive the album.
The liner notes concluded by stating:
“AIDS will not just go away and we
have no choice
but to learn to deal with
it responsibly, honestly

and compas-

denies That's the hard part ... and
there’s no alternative.”

Bailey —
make John Lee Hooker proud

¢ Continued from page 27
with a Clapton-like oer that invokes
the long nights when love leaves. In
“Satan’s Horn,” Bailey's drummer, Randy
Goldberg
mixes melancholy with dreaminess on his cymbals. Bailey’s bassist, Jeff
Littleton, kicks the listener back into the
24-hour streets. The song is about crack
and of the lives the rock broke.
Bailey isn’t a raspy blues vocalist. His
voice redeems the bleak world of his
surroundings
— Los Angeles at its merci- ae cere can be heard, Bailey
plays
them. He can playa
guitar jam that
can make you forget that the buildings
block the sunshine, then slow down to an
almost silent, prayer-like riff that would

SUPPLY

Easels
Portfolios
Airbrush Sets

Drafting Tables
Paper Making Kits

Allon Sale!
15th & G Sts. ¢ Arcata ¢ 822-2942 « Open 7 Days

Bailey,
whois 37, used to play at “Babe's
and Rick’s” blues bar in
South —

Los Angeles, before being discov

y

producer Crosby Tyler.

Tyler
said ina telephone interview from

Los Angeles
that “Satan’s Horn” was a
rmonagies I 8 See 8 . He also said
that Bill Willis, Bailey’s organist, had

worked with Eric Clapton.

For those who love the blues, Bailey's
“Satan’s Horn” is the album that can
console everyone’s individual rainy winter.

“Satan’s Horn”
is irrefutable

that

the blues aren’t just alive as Sosa
monument, but are still the last refuge of
trodden hopes.
iP
.

Give 365 smiles
a year

insteadof
real it youself. A personalized
calender from
’s includes full color copies of all your favorite
pictures. It’s like sending a new photo to your family every month.
7
‘eanARCATA
cs
822-8712

ites

“Seve
EUREKA

445-3334 |

HELLO

Kevin Costner, above, sters as cecaped convict Butch Haynes who takes Phillip Perry (T-J.
Lowther) hostage in “A Perfect World,” directed by and starring Clint Eastwood.

‘A Perfect World’
Eastwood delivers not-so-perfect film
By Eric Souza

“A Perfect
World” is nota perfect movie, but it is an interesting and d epressing picture.

tings "A Pees of the best
“A
World” has
going
canine it is the character of
Haynes, an escaped convict played by a charismatic
Kevin Costner.
Set in Texas in 1963, the film,
which was directed by and stars
Clint Eastwood, deals with the
relationship between Costner’s
aoe, Edi ces
tere
Perry,
convicion by T.J. Lowther.
erryisa Siteadnes boy growes up
up with his mother and two
sisters in a strict Jehovah’s Wit-

Laura

for his fateful trip to Dallas in

two weeks, a send up of
Eastwood’s summer thriller, “In
the Line of Fire.”
In another scene, Costner is
seen walking in front of a building that displays a large “Bull

Durham” ad-

m

Park,” “Wild at
Heart”)

can

bring
up theenergy, and Dern
can
usually
make

-

but it runs out
of steaminthe
last half hour.

a scene

erat

by

It seems the

a againsttype casting of
Rantrenzconeisiinemiinili

screenwriter,

John

The Fendi, which a

previous roles played by both
im

Haynes shows he is

persona.

to

The filmis abound with subtle

_

wa copa

and his partners

nd

Ae

fect World” could have

.

one

of the best movies of the year.

4

movie in-jokes
which refer to

Lee

Hancock, wrote a
t script u
» a certain point, then rr

effective. His portrayal of

take on characters
other than his
standard, politically-correct hero

Saouay, is carpeiaiagie believable. Haynes begins to feel sorry

President
Kennedy is scheduled

(“Jurassic

ness family. When Haynes and
his fellow escaped convict, Terry
Pugh (Keith Szarabajka) take
Perry hostage, Per y’s
fear of
Haynes turns to adestantion, especially after the two convicts

part ways.

up the case quickly because

for the young boy after finding
out about his strict u
and eventually takes on the role
of a father figure.
Sadly, Eastwood’s character,
Texas
Red Garnett, isn’t
half as interesting as Costner’s.
Whenever Eastwood is onscreen
the movie gets boring.
Not even

.

With the stellar cast and the
itsrelease, it’s
cai
ak
sums of -

Don’twaste
your money
ceing it on the big screen —

discuss how they want to wrap

only. Bring I.D.’
Sick: ‘18 andCreechover
said. “We get to the town
© Continued
from page 26

it’s playing in about a week in

Twisted Festival of Animation”
and added them to the most sarcastic and disgusting films they
could find.

The show is

g

recognition and pla
over

the country.

‘more

all

Kristin

Creech, publicist for the show,
has only been with the pro-

duction for a month but has
already gone to Hollywood,

les, and now HumLos
boldt
with the film.
“We send out 5 shows at a
time all over the country,”

advance (to

it).”

When the
twisted animation festival ran, it wasn’t limine So ae retucioncompaly

Si iparene
pear pti
“We do cord,”

the “funniest S&T film ever”
called
Hole”
by Mark
Oftedal,
is a hilarious
ex-

perience
of sexual mishap be-

tween two
The show does have redeem-

ing

ties. “Infrared Roses

ted” by XAOS uses creativity rather than sick jokes to

D>
said.

“Kidswere getting into the show ;
and then going home and talkabout what they saw.”
/Showslike“Chainsaw

Bob” and “Big Top Asshole” are
not for
“Sick and
” advertises

the audience.
—
e and Mike promise
“real

entertainment
value” from these ©

uncensored films. Their idea of

re

30
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PAC revamps Christmas classic
iv

_ Theater

®

_Preview__
What: °A Christmas
Carol”
Where:
Pacific Arts Center
Theater
When: Thursday
to Saturday
and Dec. 16 to 18 at 8 p.m.

Tickets:
$6 general, $5
students
on Thursdays; $8

general,
$6 students on
Fridays:
$10 general, $8
students
on Saturday

in San Francisco and Seattle.
“The last thing I acted in was
‘Henry
IV, Part 1’ in Ferndale. It
usually takes a project
that I really want to do for me to be
talked into directing.”
Before “A Christmas Carol,”
D’Augelli directed the Pacific
Arts Center production of “Saturday Sunday Monday,” which
was an Italian comedy.
“When you’re acting, it’s just
you you’re responsible for, and

Jamie Myer, left, and Lisa Morrison star in “A Christmas Carol.”
By David Link

.

SPORTSEDITOR===——O—~—~—“‘—“—SSSCSC~S~S

Charles Dickens’ classic “A
Christmas Carol” is getting a
new twist.

The Pacific Arts Center is presenting a performance
of theclassic play this month. The new
version deals with the issues in
the play froma new perspective.
Director Vince D’Augelli explained the premise behind the
new format of the pla .
“The title is still “A
Carol,’ but it’s an adaption by
Michael Paller, and it

place

in 1843.at Charles Dickens’
home
on Christmas Eve,” D’Augelli
said.

“His friends and family are
gathered around and it actuall
takes place in the attic. They as
Dickens to tell a story, and he
says, ‘Well, that’s too much work
and it’s Christmas Eve, lets all
tell a story.’ They basically act
out his newly written story of ‘A
Christmas Carol,’ so it’s a play
within a play.
“It'sanice, different, little twist
on your standard ‘Christmas
Carol.’ Some of it deals with the
germ
of an idea ... how Dickens
comes upwith the story,
his own

personal
demons,” he said.
D’Augelli is more of an actor
than a director by profession.
Before he moved to Humboldt
County he acted professionally

when you're directing, you‘re
responsible for basically everything, which is why I act more
than I direct,” D’Augelli said.
D’Augelli wants
to make clear
who the real stars of the show
are.
“There are 10 wonderful actors and they play 40
It’s
quite a fun show with a good
cast, a lot of very good actors ...
it’s really a team effort when
you do something like this.
“It’s the play, the theater, the
audience and the actors whoare
doing this
play. (They) are doing me and

the theater a favor

bygiving up their time,” hesaid.
“Every time you
,you
take the Aer
oem
gon on
face. Whereas the director, as
soon as the play opens, he’s
gone. It’s the actors that are doing the work,” he said.

Name: Darren MacKay
Major: Anthropology
Minor: Music
Year: Senior

Age: 22
Show: HSU Percussion Ensemble,
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall
e Upcoming musical programs: “This semester I’m
going to do an African Bell Ensemble which Is from
Gana.”
e Why do you prefer percussion: “| like the fact that

it’s not plugged in. It’s real. There’s no electronic
sampling. It’s just you and the drum.

e What type of percussion
do you play: “I’m a Conga
player more than anything else.”
e His favorite musician: “There’s no one. It’s more
tradition and the history of the music rather than any

particular artist. All the music is old and is passed on.”
e Favorite
kind of music: “| reaily like music associated with dance. Here in this country, bands play and

people dance and do their own thing. In Cuba,
Africa, and Brazil there are certain dances that go
with certain rythms that are danced at a certain time
during the day for a certain reason and it’s a whole
lot different.”
e Why Humboldt: “! wanted to be somewhere pretty.
And here at HSU | started Cuban percussion and
learned a lot of the technique and history of Conga.
It’s involoved. It’s no different than orchestral work.”
e Future musical plans: “| would like to get involved

with Calypso
for sure. Calypso actually
began on the
island of Trinidad. We (the United States) dumped oil
barrels along the shore and here they were with all
these 50-gallon drums. So they tuned them with a
hammer
and heat and that’s
what makes
the sound.”

e Travel plans after graduation: “| want
to go to Cuba
to see Rhumba, Brazil to hear Samba, and Africa —
definitely Africa.”

— Reported
by Virginia Long

ee

DENTISTRY
‘Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

Open 7
9:30 am - 9:30 ee
Sun. 10-6

Buy ¢ Sell ¢ Trade
Loans on anything of value.
315 F Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445°8332
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Poverty, homelessness and hunger

Real-life ‘wild things’ described to children

“We Are All in the Dumps With
Jack and Guy,”
by Maurice Sendak

52 pages
Harper Collins Publishers, 1993
$20
“a
ild thin
are back
gsand

this time they are not imaginary.
Legendary children’s book

hom
children
ele
as they
ss
attempt
to build their own security in the

_car
and ds
end up
losing.
The rats cart the baby (who

author Maurice

protect
young ones from its

unpleasantness.

absence of a traditional family

structure.
When a baby and licter of
kittens are ki
by giant
rats, Jack and Guy are forced to
gamble for them in a game of
pleas for help) and

Sendak, after a 10-year

een

kitte
off ns
to an

7

reemerged with a

disturbing yet essential
book that takes on the
issue of homelessness

_ from a child’s perspecWild Things Are” of

The 52-page
book is slim in
text, yet rich with powerful

images.
Sendak has woven
together
two obscure Mother
Goose rhymes to guide the reader
through the story, and the only
i
takes place in the form

them, restoring their
fam
unitily
on the city

from “impressionable” children

Survi
is val
a theme
in many of Sendak’

for fear of scaring
them. Even as
adults feel guilty about
the state of the

books, which have

et

en

them that security
can exist

aa

despite trouble and want.

as disturbingan

frightsning eo children, snd cles

of a few “talk bubbles.”

streets.

tive.
Unlike “Where the

eee
umps”

help of a kind moon,

sear
for and
ch
find

in society than we
them
nadir £2, Ta
OO
hc
Sendak’s
are needed to show

world, there is a natural desire to

“Where the Wild Things Are”

the book could make them fear
they will become homeless.
The 65-year-old
Sendak has
met with controversy
before
because of a tiny penis drawn on

is among the 10 best-selling

children’s books of all time. “In

the Dumps” will not be, and

that’s too bad. We need to realize

today’s children
are afraid of

a characterin the 1970 “In the
Night Kitchen.”
Some libraries and, schools
had

more than the dark.
— Devanie Anderson

commentary
could be withheld

three decades ago, in “We Are All examin
how children
ed ge
in the Dumps With Jack and
hard times. In
Guy,” the monsters are real and
this case, the children
they are in the cities preying on
still end up on the
our children in the form of
streets, but are neither
poverty, homelessness and
hopeless nor alone.
hunger — realities parents
They take care of each
struggle to protect their youngother.
sters from each day.
“In the Dumps”
Sendak built a reputation in
concludes with
the 1950s and 1960s for weaving
_images, not of fear
together breathtakingly descripand sadness but of
tive words and illustrations to
tenderness and hope.
make his stories of adventure
With Jack and Guy
come alive for the children raised _ cradl
theing
baby,
on them.
the narrative ends,
This time the storyis already
“And we'll bring
alive, as Sendak tackles the issues
him up as other
other children’s authors shy away _ folk do.”
from.
The imagesof
“In the Dumps” follows the
homelessness are
strugglesof a band of streetwise
reinforced by

Carver’s fevered account of North Coast life
“Cathedral,”
by Raymond Carver
228 pages
Vintage Contemporaries, 1983
$10

The semi-autobiographical “Chef's
mixing machine before comforting them
Unlike most of his
work, in
House,” finds the protagonis
drying outt in _ with the smells of fresh baked bread.
“Coladek” Gimmeetintie due
a rented McKinleyville house, the place
In “Fever” a man comes to grips with his himself the luxury of absolution.
This
where Carver hit rock-botto
in 1977
m _ life and the break-up of his marriage after
theme is repeated
ut in this grab
with his drinking and writing. Stories from
opening up to an elderly nanny and her
bag of misfits and “holy fools.” Carver is
what one reviewer in the early 80s called
husband.
saying although the human race is far from
It is raining. You raise your hands up to “Hopeles
weresvil
Carver's le”
stock and
Although they come to tell him that they perfect, there may be hope. A few of his
hold a head aching trade.
are leaving too, the old couple give hima _ charac
somehow ter
seem to muddle
s
with drink
A .
cup
“Shortcuts,” Robert Altman’s big-screen
_visionof grace and perseverance just when —_ through and hang on to some, however
of cold coffee
and _ treatment of Carver’s short stories, has
he needs it the most. The fact that he is
tenuous, shred of dignity.
|
swollen cigarette garnered the late author some new fans and deep
in the throes of
Others
are
dragged
down
and
destroyed
butts fall over and reacquainted
araging fever —_by the ravages of time and lives of plain
brown liquid
old ones with
symbolizeshis _ bad luck.
begins to soak into some interesttransformaIn the title story of “Cathedral,” a man’s
the HSU library’s _ ing characters,
tion.
life is subtlety changed by helping a blind
cop
of Raymond
y
severalof
Carver's Cathe-

“<

ou watch

thrbugh splayed
fing
as ers
it pools,

then drips off the table onto the floor. The

The mechan- man unders
what a tan
cathedral isdafter

—_ which inhabit

“Cathedral.”

,

Originally

rid itself

ublished in

1983, “Cathe-

high enough to kill them.

ral” was

_ The fact that fevers may also fry the

person's brain is just one more indication

rain and it looks like this one’s going in the crowning achievem
one thatent,
cemented

oe

Carver haunted the local wet streets as
ae

eee

ce

eee

Eureka’s shady Kwik-marts.

ri

Redemption is a theme that several
. Carver's

gmail
stretch
imagination to see
a
physi
damaged
faces of his hard luck characters reflected in baker and the horror involved in losing a
the windows of downtown Arcata bars and

of the ragged edge that Carver's characters

his place as a major fiction writer.
ere

of unwanted

intruders by turning up the heat

sound of the coffee echoes the sound of the hail
as Carver's
ed

book drop.

ics of a fever are

Oy bones attemptto

child in “A Small, Good Thing,” grips

readers by the gut and drags them into the

uter

Have they become wiser, or have they

only burned out? Or does the mere state of

“watching” a television documentary with

him.

¥

In the small

space of the story, the

cherecaes quite tes eithepa tenes of

trying to explain the unexplainable. In

doing so he opens his eyes to faith and

deeper meaning of what the huge monolithic buildings
stand for.
Ie is i

ing

only further emphasizes that it is really he

despair and resignation bring about a who
is blind.
dey el) camecin wh dine
va
dceu
undercurrent of life that the rest of us

cannot fathom?

that Carver chooses to

pair the protagonist with a blind man who
i
teaches us all
Tut
:

— Rey Larsen
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Subh

“Woman Hollering Creek,”

Mexican.”

by Sandra Cisneros
165 pages
Vintage Contemporaries, 1992
$10

“The Evolution
Man or
Ate My Father,”
by Roy Lewis

P.

3

Love and humiliation

from ti
214

19 3.

page

“Woman Hollering Creek” is a collection

n Books, 1960

$18

of stories so personal, and at
In today’s
society
of drivethrough dough-

into how

nut stands and all-:
night
;

are now.
the mindless
oafs

the counters at
behind
Neiman’s.” Feeling discarded
is forced to
later, Clemencia
wife.
mect her lover's

them without your consent.
Published in 1991, “Woman
Hollering Creek” is Cisneros’
first collection of short stories.

Street,” is a series of vignettes

Magi’

by Roy
My Father”

1960.
Long out of

prit

ng

Let

afte t

human nature with

fiw

a sabre
on of an extinct species:
| growling in the shadows or Uncle

“The Evolution Man” tells the tale of

a family of mid-Pleistocene subhumans
and its
to evolve.
The tale
begins with the horde descending
from
the trees and finding itself at the bottom

of the food chain.
Like any upwardly mobile family, it
scrapes and scrabbles to get ahead in
world. The horde t
eat-or-be-eaten
leaps up the chain when it cap
Oc decom tie neem tabeins
dislodges a family of bears

cave in the neighborhood.
y
of fire
The discover

art, music, dance and fire-

in any
in any household,

only thing that jars the reader
the Pleistocene is the occasional

and is on the Bes
released
joulha
Europe. Lewis, a

for The Le
written
delve¥
Economist,

1apen

c

lead

want to beat him, makes me want to

story taking place in a different time,
ranging from the Mexican Revolutionto
the present. .
Cisneros’ stories are told on both sides of

Clemencia! Thisis Megan.’
No introduc-

the Mexican border from the perspective of
Native Mexican and Mexican-American

women.

rib.

Each story is told by a different woman;
their lives chronicled in three separate books
within
the collection, “My Lucy Friend

ather proclaims.
the
The family evolves throughout
i
and
ing humorous

t into the development
and invention of everyday objects that
for granted. The horde allows
are taken

the reader a look into human nature

and how similar it remains after all our

modern hassles of life are stripped away.
—

Drew Schultz

old they looked. And he comes
|
up to me, my love, your father, in that
way of his with that grin that makes me

hood, adolescence and adulthood, each

a dropping
in for a roast mamark my words: He (the sabre
), for one, is on the way out. The
may be all right for a bit, but the
will come when we shall have them

“And I don’t know why, but
all of a sudden I looked at my

at how
Sega ag shoes and felt ashamed

about a young girl growing up in
the Hispanic quarter of Chicago.
Cisneros’ latest collection spans child-

“for survival.
Evolution

Barbie doll in a fur coat. One

of those scary Dallas types,
hair yanked into a ponytail,
big shiny face like the women

times so familiar, it feels as if
author Sandra Cisneros has
stolen your diaries and published

Her first book, the critically
praised “The House on Mango

Cisneros describes the thoughts of —
Clemencia,
this story’s main character,
upon seeing her lover's wife after the
affair
has ended.
“He caught up with us in the coatcheck area, arm in arm with a redheaded

—

Who Smells Like Corn,” “One Holy Night”
and “There was a Man, There was a

* Althodgh
it seéms Cisneros targets
women with this collection,
“Woman
Hollering
Creek” should not to be dismissed by men as a gender-specific
collection.
Cisneros is both the cynic and the

romantic in all three books, whether she is
revealing the secrets of a 10-year-old girl or

the ruses of a woman seeking revenge by
seducing her lover’s son in “Never Marry a

make love to him, and he says in the most
sincere voice you've ever heard, ‘Ah,
tion could have been meaner. Thisis
Megan.
Just like that.”

“Woman Hollering
Creek” is intimate
and painfully
honest, allowing brief
glimpses at the strengths and tribulations
of each woman. Cisneros is so in tune
with her characters
she must be a

composite
of each.
memories in her readers, both sad and
triumphant
and always universal.
Whether it be the humiliation
you felt

in fourth grade when the cool girls made
fun of you for not wearing the “right”
shoes, or the shame you later felt when

34 __ Wesineaday,
Dec. 8, 1993
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Morality of law vs. law of morality
“Ain’t Nobody's Business if You Do: The
Absurdity of Consensual Crimes in a Free

In this entertaining work, the author
claims more than 4 million people willbe

Society,”

arrested this year for committing
consen- _in nine states and Washington, D.C.

by Peter McWilliams

sual crimes at a cost of $50 billion to

788

taxpayers. The author estimates 350,000

:

The idea that

gg

gee

enforcement. For example, ward
or sex outside of wedlock,
is still illegal

"(On

this note, reputed womanizer -

Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., is in sort

mcheces oh

aigtelaa

ol nde iia Ghd wenied activleg \etnsien
consenting adults.

The book’s best attribute
is that

|

every page features at least one quote

“you should be
allowed to do

He uses the time-old argument that by _on topics such as freedom, religion,
legalizing drugs, especially marijuana, the —_vices or little known facts by everyone

whatever you

government
would have the ability to tax = from St. Thomas Aquinas to Frank

open
own

vaneee
i
nd an
i
ither.
804
SécWidhanen wegues the felent govern.

pent
property, as long
as you don’t

physically harm

ane ~~

focus
of Peter McWilliams latest work.
His book, “Ain’t Nobody’s Business i

You Do: The Absurdity of Consensual

Crimes in a Free Society” explores how

morality has become intertwined with the
system.

McWilliams argues police should

concentrate on apprehending murderers,

rapists, savings and loan embezzlers,

politicians, con artists and

the pulpit. Unlike other political pundits

revenue from illegal profits on drugs,

Se
i

he does not lament and ridicule religion.

gerald meng

ts

$200 billion saved

annually would
erase the $4 trillion

national debt in 20
pees

«

.

gettin

9g

g mo

convictions for

consensual crimes,

especially those for

dhideaastver Claite
tians.

re like

Also unlike

lesser authors, He

California all the

¢ asserts

time.

—

“

are both ridiculous and arbitrary in its

the sal

¢ allocates

200 pages of this

— Woody Allen

unlawful sexual acts

isivind inceethe

Bible and the re
of those who

overnmen

terrorists instead of recreational drug users, —_ between consenting adults,

prostitutes and adults consenting to sex.

ear

What aes "

It’s

because if you do

drugs you'll go to
prison, and drugs are
really expensive in

prison.”
— John Hardwick

“Te author
thor faults many Christian
Chris
groups for trying to legislate morality from

ment loses $150 billion annually in tax

nator’ is one
were legalized
of the basic principles of freedom andthe —_and taxed,
the

“Don't do drugs

_ work to disseminating and dissecting the

Old and New Testa-

ments. Specifically, he

the New Testament..

The major fault with McWilliams’ book
is that
it fails to sufficiently explain what
exactly
lecalize would transpire if drugs were
His claim that organized crime’s drug
business
would perish is com

crime, which rivals General Motors and
IBMin terms of sheer size, would certainly

have its long tentacles in the legal drug
trade.
Despite this problem, and histendency

to belabor
a point, McWilliams’ book
is a
fine discussion on the lack of real freedom
in the United States.

dissects the Gospels, the first four books of

— Dirk Rabdau

An explorer’s search for an unknown land
“The Journey of Ibn Fattouma,”

by Naguib Mahfouz
148 pages
Doubleday, 1983
$9.95

With the seduct
of ion
Arabian

nights and the mystery of
strange lands, “The Journey
of Ibn Fattou
is ma”
a caravan
ride across the desert with a
in search
young travel
erof
the unknown.

Naguib Mahfouz,
winner
of the 1988
Nobel Prize for Literature, awakens the
traveler
in all of us and

makes
the reader hope
the adventure
will never
end.
A native
of Cairo,

Egypt, Mahfouz :
captures
the essence of
the Middle
East and
portrays through his wit
of word and story the
travels
of Qindil
Muhammad al-Innabi
and the conflict between
idealism
and compromise.
Mahfouz’
style flows as
easily as the story and offers
the reader a novel that often

reads
like poetry.
“Life and death, dreaming and
wakefulness: stations for the

perplexed
soul. It traverses them

stage by stage, taking signs and

hints from things groping about in
the sea of darkness,
clinging stub-

bornly to a hope that smilingly and
mysteriously renews itself. Traveler what

are you looking for?”

The story begins with the marriage of
Muhammad al-Innabi, a widower and
merchant, to Fattouma al-Azhari, a girl
four times younger than himself.
Muhammad’s love for Fattouma
outrages his family. But despite his
family’s reaction, Muhammad continues
his marriage, has a child and names him
Qindil.
As Qindil grows older he is taunted by
his half brothers who call him Ibn
Fattouma, Son of Fattouma, washing
their hands of any association with
Qindil.
Fearing Qindil’s brothers after her
husband's death, Fattouma decides not to
send Qindil to elementary school. Instead
she hires a tutor to instruct her son.

Ic is the instructor
who first lights the
flame of travel within young Qindil.

These flames are soon overwhelmed by

a larger fire — Qindil’s first love. But his

t is soon put to an end when
his love is taken away by a rich merchant
who offers more to the girl’s father for her
than Qindil could ever offer.

With his heart shattered and nothing
left for him in his homeland, Qindil
embarks on a journey in search of the

land of Gebel where he hopes to bring
back its secrets and banish corruption
from his land of Islam.

The reader .
follows the young
traveler through
five cities where he
finds love, corruption and new
enlightenment and

where Mahfouz’
true talent for
political comment
is found.
With lines that
speak not only to
the matter of the story but also to an

underlying truth of life, Mahfouz mocks
the hypocrisy of nations that wage war in
the name of peace and freedom and

exposes our own tendencies to assume

what we know is right and all other views
different
from our own are

Originally
written in Arabic by
Mahfouz, “The Journey
of Ibn Fattouma”
was translated by Denys Johnson-Davies.
Born in Vancouver, Canada, and a

Cambridge
graduate, Johnson-Davies has
published more than20 volumes
of short
stories, novels and poetry translations
from
modern
Arabic literature.

Reminiscent of timeless bedtime stories

read
by parents even after their children

have fallen asleep, “The Journey
of Ibn
Fattouma”
will be read
for a long time to
come.
3 _— Frank Mina
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Women’s basketball counts on speed
™ The Lumberjacks utilize their quick
backcourt to run other teams ragged and
cause turnovers.
By Dirk Rabdau
(COMER

STAFF

lack of height we don’t want to
-_

get into a half-court game,”

.
For the first time in recent
memery the HSU women’s
basketball team is withouta

said Coach Pam Martin.
| She said the transition is not
without its problems.
§ The team has changed
its

dominant post player.
With noa
tsuccessor

method of substitutions so that
only a few substitutions are

to a long lineage of physical,

made at a time.

front court players such as _ In the past, the team has subSuzy Farmer, Carrie LaBudde
stituted five players weed
a es

“In the i

as

perim

d

relaxing to

player, it was

inside game

relaxing to

know that the

was

strong,”

oa

junior

Oorward
Molly
Skonieczny.

But

that

comfort no
longer exists.
At 5 feet 11

inches, senior

forward Julie

Mack

foot-4-inch

junior guard
leads _ the

team with 22

:

know

that

stealsand av-

the

11.8

oints

per

game

s..;
inside
game Was

aaarina

has

jumper to her

strong.

game __ this

MOLLY SKONIECZNY

is the team’s

erages

junior forward

year. She always
has
ea quick.

= Before teams
would

just

tallest

slack off because she didn’t
have a consistent outside shot.

Mack has succeeded at the
inside game averaging 15
points and nine rebounds per

“Why
d her if she can’t
hit the 15 -to -17-foot jumper?

starter.

e But unlike LaBudde

and

Miner, who at times domi-

nated their shorter counterparts, Mack scores many of her
points from the perimeter.
“We've always been fastbreak oriented,“ Skonieczny
said, “butwe now have to play
more of pos
a
game.”
She said this change forces
the team to play an up-tempo

game.

“Because
we feel there’s a

Now they have to guard her,”
Martin said.

In Saturday’s two games
against an inferior UC Santa
Cruz team, six players scored
in double figures.
HSU beat the Banana Slugs
75-35 in the afternoon game
and 87-28 in the nightcap.
The Lumberjacks play at
Grand Canyon University in
Phoenix, Ariz., Friday and face
Western New Mexico State Saturday, also in Phoenix.

Both games begin at 7 p.m.

!

“In the past,

as a perimeter
player, it was

Bonomini
a
nd
' . Skonieczny. ~
pa5-

tn

rimeter players to provide
the
of the
oo

Theniadh relies ele
sqantennnin des toestataanen
guards Trina Dukes, Anna

iLzt

and Dawn Miner, HSU will
for the first time
in more than
five years have to rely on pe-

eee

ae

Football players make all-west squad
Raul DelaFlor
honors

tothe NCAA Divi.
on first team.
“De la Flor made 20 field goals this
season, setting a new Northern California Athletic Conference record.

He also started the season by setting

the HSU record for the most fidid

made in a game with five out

bane

He also led i

DeFirla
pointby

and

Me

ited co thes 26 field goal

with three of the misses
a
being blocked kicks. -

Senior

HSU’ ee
ogre

five

nenicn in Seid gpele
te sain on hgh

going three for three in

s against Chico State, with the
fit Kk ting the game with 37 se

a
sain
corendingkee jury ring

ninth game.

Jarrod
second

36:
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From whiner to winner

Change of scenery changes player's at titude

@ Junior forward Kevin Stewart's basketball career was
heading nowhere until he stopped complaining.
waco

Stewart brought this attitude

Kevin Stewart sits in a chairin
front of his locker and slowly
unlaces his sneakers.
His elbows rest on the knees
of his 6-foot, 6-inch, 195-pound
frame.
He stares down at the
with his hands clasped and recounts growing up in his native
Sacramento.
“I had a lot of bad experiences,” says the junior forward.
He = re-

Colleg
ouege. Things quid y ome
therealso.

—

Conflicts developed between

Stewart and his coach.
a just never got along,” he
said.

Things were so bad that he

never completed an entire season while at the junior college,
instead he twice quit the team

by midseason.
By his own admission, he

flects for a eS

and

up,

“J

-

;. Just needed to get out

ally don’t

of the city.”

like to talk

about it.”

junior forward

The soft-

spoken
transfer studentis seemingly
beyond his 21 years. Conscientious
and introspective, Stewart, a so-

cial science major, quietly goes
about his business on the court
and in the locker room. But it
wasn’t always that way.
As a basketball player. at
Luther Burbank High
School in

Sacramento, Stewart described
himself as a “follower.”

sates cece Yas
“I was young and made some

ow
wrong
le. I developed an attitude.”
“I wouldn’t step up and be a
leader. If we were being beat, I
wouldn’t stop it,” he said.

Jxeucm

st
was a
,

com

" change of scenery. I

easy.
“A lot of
bad e
ences. I re-

the

mo

coachable
of Pee

was at a point
looks
his where I needed a

moment

wasn’t

a whiner,”
Stewart
said. “No
one likes a
whiner.”
To make

matters

even worse
his grades

suffered.
“School didn’t come easy for
me,” he said. “I really wasn’t
that interested in it.”
In fact, an education was the
porters, Stewart's
mind

while

at the junior college.

Basketball wasn’t one reason, it
was the only reason for
there.
would lead him
to a four-year college. Besides,
even
if he didn’t go on to pursue
a degree, he still had his ob asa
bartender.
But after quiting midway
through his second season,
Stewart's
rtunities all but
disa
. His career
in organized
had apparently

Foxwear
1420 Paris

3

Mterncon
bres

She

fh

wd
Paul Pore
nt, classic

ap

Bs

ae

ended.However, coaches from
HSU were
in their efforts to recruit Stewart despite
his reputation.
“I realized if I didn’t

I

would be unsuccessful in

life,”

he said. “It was something I
wanted to do.”
Stewart knew if he didn’t take
the opportunity he probably
wouldn’t get another chance to
lay organized basketball, and
des, he didn’t enjoy his bartender job that much.
“1 was at a point where I
needed a
of scenery. I
just needed to get out of thecity.”
He vowed things would be
different this time.
“I had to change my views,
my thinking. I never complain,”
he said.
HSU was a reprieve, a place
where he could start anew. His
love of basketball, once the most
important aspect of his life,
-hadn’t

diminished

but

was

superceded by a renewed interest in finishing his education.

But still one goal remainé: to

finish an entire season.

—

Since his arrival, he
worked at achieving this

and im
teammates.
_—

the

he has played. He has

also taken some of the pressure
off of senior forward and top
scorer Rich Murphy.
Murphy said Stewart's presence

helped

a lot” both on

offense and defense.
Stewart never considered de-

fense very
“—

tuntil hemet

Tom Wood.

never was
defense,” ee

of “attitude
becaus
e problems.”

has

his Dated
Stewart has ors

13.3 points

Junior forward Kevin Stewart never completed an entire season
while attending Consumnes River College in Sacramento

i

to
f fo.

cused on offense throughout my
“N low lam Iam trying to improve
these weaknesses,” he said
He is sixth

on the team with

an average of 7.5 rebounds per
, and his work ethic is not
ost on Wood.

“He’s aman and what I mean
by that is that he works hard,
when

he is fouled

he doesn’t

complain or swear,” he said.
“One of the best compliments
I heard came from a local
school coach who said ‘Even

when he got his shot checked, he

continued to play hard, he didn’t
drop his head and get down on
himself,” he said.
During one sequence —
Southern Oregon State during
the Red Lion Tip-off Tournament last month Stewart missed
an easy layup, came down,
one the defender of the ball
and scored.
“You can’t get down after you
make a mistake in all parts of
your life. In school, in athletics,
it doesn’t matter,” Stewart said.
“I don’t want to make the same
mistake twice.”
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Mt. Bachelor offers challenging terrain for skiers willing to tackle the six-hour drive.

Pan PO

Head for slopes during holidays
Shasta also offers a three day

Another place to ski in Oregon
is Mt. Bachelor
Ski Area

Other major ski areas close to

e

The closest ski area to Arcata
isMt. Ashland in Ashland, Ore.,

about 295 miles away via route
299. Ashland has four chairlifts,
a vertical drop of 1,150 feet and
a top elevation of 7,500 feet. Lift
tickets
are $24 on weekends and
holidays and $16 on weekdays.

as

day. Bachelor also offers a fourday ticket which lets the user ski
for three out of four days for $90.

The closest
ski ng to Arcatais
Mt. Shasta Ski Park, about 220
miles east. Shasta is a small area
with only two lifts, but lift-ticket
prices are also lower than other
areas. Weekdays are $21 and
weekends and holidays are $21.

RRR
RRR

Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm

ticket
for $68.

HSU are found in the North and
South Lake Tahoe area, about
350 to 400 miles south of Arcata.

Squaw Valley USA is one of

the most

ski areas
in the

Lake Tahoe area for many reasons.
It has a vertical drop of 1850

feet and an elevation of 8,900
feet,
as well as 32 lifts, cable cars
and a gondola. Squaw also has
what “Ski”
ne considers
one of the 25
trails in
North America,
KT-22, with a
vertical drop of 1,850 feet for
those who need that. extra
adrenalin rush.
Lift ticket prices for Squaw are

See Ski, page 39
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Toe Nails

eel Corns, Calluses
636; © Medicare Provider

*

© Accept Most Health
Care Plans

R. Bruce Franz D.P.M.
822-2880
or 1-800-233-5472
. 1731 G St. ¢ Suite B ¢ Arcata
just over the footbridge, next to Subway
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Ask about Holiday
Greeting Cards
from your photos.

and weekdays,
and $28 for a half

000006

the rain fall, you may want to
consider taking a skiing trip.
HSU is only a moderate dion
from some
skiing, and if
you can find friends intereseted
5
ee
ee

and has 10 lifts.
Mt. Bachelor doesn’t make
snow, relying instead on Mother
Nature for fresh snow. Lift prices
are $33 for holidays, weekends

4469446640660

more than sit around watching

near Bend. Bachelor is about 445
miles from Arcata via route 299

AR EE

If you're
on staying
interme
Couetey during the
winter break and want to do

Fo

also makes its own

Ashland
snow.

By David Link
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| Includi

ALL 1993
BIKES ON
SALE!

1ita,
a tle

tee

mm
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The HSU football team finished its season 4-1-6 overall and

Coach chosen

‘Two Vvvolleyball ik
HSU were chosen a

and field coach James Williams

Humboldt State head track

from

has been named head coach of
the 1994 US
Festival
West Team. He was selected at
the USA Track and Field con-

oe all-

NCAC vollyball second team.

HSU had six

players chosen

for the All
California
AthleticConference
football first

|i.

*
=

sive end Wes Smith, senior defensive end Sam Severo, senior
defensive

back Montell

Friday

Allen

and junior defensive back Keith
Hawkins.
Given honorable mention
were senior offensive lineman

DROP-IN |
RECREATION

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm Sun.
1:30-4:30pm Wed. 7-9pm

Basketball - Sun.
10:30-1:15p.m. Mon. 7-9pm

Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.
Racquetball - Wed-Fri
6-10p.m.
Water Aerobics - Students
are FREE!!! Non-Students -

$1.00. Located at the HSU

Pool in the Forbes Complex.
Hours: Fri. 7-8pm; Sat.
11am-Noon; Sun 6-7pm
Congratulations to the Turkey Trot
winners: Men’s Open ¢ Marc Miller,

Women’s Open ¢ Darrell Costello,

#17 & Under ¢ Elizabeth
Ann Mason.

124 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501

445¢3155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
“For Musicians...

By Musicians”

~
~Y
_ W
~~

Public
Student
Student
Student

&
8

George Richard and senior defensive back Madric Lindsay.

Safety
Affairs
Grievance
Retention

~ Substance Abuse

ETHIE

was chosen.
Ondefense, sophomore defen-

: ry
|

Eiben

wide receiver L. J.

i

On the second team offense,
gts

ij s

EE

senior lineman
and senior lineWaldholm were
as senior kicker

i

On defense,
Jarrod Spaul
backer Tim
, as well
ul De la Flor.

B8ka2

6 ft/under Basketball - Ramblers
Women’s Basketball - Above the
Rim
*“B” Soccer - Winsome
“BB” Soccer - Cameroon |
3

with freshman running ba
Percy McGee.

wd @ =I aj @

W-Hoop There It Is

Mark Niemiec and juinor tackle
Rob Pinckard werechosen,

=

Coed Softball - Little Debbies
*“B” Basketball - Lazzar
“C”? Basketball -

BAS

ro

Super Coed Softball - Schtumpy

PRESEASON

offense, freshman

2

CHAMPIONS!!!

"S

sistant track coach for the USvs.

if I

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE INTRAMURAL

team, leading a list of 13 Lumselected for honors.

indroduces
Olymand will be held in St.
in
July.

i

Budweiser.

NCAC atheleies
announced

vention in Las Vegas last week.
The annual Olympic Festival

Ys

as

g
g |:
8

_

§

Nw

LLL
B8ase~

Ve

Junior Laura
led the
with 221
and
had 153 digs and 31 blocks.
ore
Nicki Branch led
with 51 blocks as well as 127 kills
i
ae
The
vollyball team finished its season witha 5-23 overall record and were 3-9 in the

bi

|

New rules speed up basketball
je A

ha

Men’s college basketball has

introduced
a rule change aimed |
at
up the game.
‘ser chucks edna thoi
45 to 35 seconds, is the most
t difference.
This rule

isaimed at reducing
the number
of fouls at the end of the game.

Many fans have been known

to doze off in the final minute of

a game when the trailing team
commits eight fouls and calls
aes Senet
ene tO
delay the inevitable.
4 Tthinkone ofthereasonsthey
the rules is because it

+a an hour and half to play

the first 39 minutes and four
od final minute,” said
Tom

10% Off

Wood.

: Any Coffee or

However, it does have its disadvan

“It
to make

it harder
and harder
it for a team with

less

oO

O

athletic talent to come Setar
w
he said.

Senior
forward
Kevin
Murphy, HSU’s leading scorer,
endorsed the new shot clock.
“People tell me I am not an
especially good defender. So 35
seconds is 10 seconds you don’t
have to play
p lay defense,” he said.
“1 like it,” said junior forward
Kevin Stewart. “Tt keeps the
game

moving.”

-

Merchandise
Humboldt Bay Coffee Company

Offer Expires 12/31/93

DIRK RABDAU / THE LUMBERJACK

Men’s basketball Coach Tom Wood never liked the shot clock.

“Not for white dinosaurs like
me,” in
junior
d
Chris Borcich, who p
a
slower tempo.
Other rule changes require
players to guard opponents

closer than in the past. Also,

with a vertical drop of 1,600
feet.
Heavenly Ski Resort in the
town of South Lake Tahoe offers a California side for skiing
as well as a Nevada side and is
a favorite stop in Tahoe for
above average
skiers.
foot ver3,600
hasa
Heavenly
tical drop and an elevation of
10,170 feet, as well as gondolas,
cable cars and 10 chair lifts.
- “Ski” magazine says the Gun

is the
Barrel trail at Heavenly
t trail in North
seventh s
America with a drop of 1,650
vertical feet.
also rates
The:
Heavenly and Squaw Valley as
one of a +7 aki arena for expert
skiiers.
eet
eet
nent

teams with the lead late in the

game cannot try to run out the

211i

St.

¢

Eureka

¢

444-39

clock re
the ball w
making no ata
*:

Ski: Snows falls while prices rise
© Continued from page 37
$41 for weekdays, weekends
and holidays and it makes its

own snow.

Another well known ski spot
in the Tahoe area is Alpine
Meadows, just down the road
from Squaw Valley.

Lift ticket prices are $41 at all

area makes its

times and

own snow.
Alpine Meadows has 12 lifts

North Coast ae
St.

ee
shortage

isno

r

sing
uanamieicugeamath

up the car and bit the oad.

Jt
IF

Physicians

Jose

Ronald Cordova, M.D.

Brad Howeller, M.D.
who

Kay

Michael Garrett, M.D.,
M.D., Tuan Luu, M.D., Clark Rosenberry, D.O., Ken Stiver, M.D.

Quekrene: M.D.,

Gocege. em

are joining

Howard Freiman, D.O.,

The only g roup exclusively staffed by residency trained
ney Ph ysicians in the
or ca certified Emer
tri-coun

es

PROVIDING EXCELLENCE IN EMERGENCY CARE
St. Joseph Hospital, 2700 Dolbeer St., Eureka
of St. Joseph of Orange Corporation
A Sisters

445-5040

North Coast Emergency Physicians, P.O. Box 6058, Eureka, 445-8121 ext. 117
aaah
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WON DO JOU GET our OF THE am

Guidelines, not guesses
There is a problem with sexual harassment on this campus —

but the problem is not what you might think.
:
The problem is not what constitutes sexual harassment, but
rather what to do about it.

There is no consistent procedure to follow to file a complaint,

ee

ee

40

er

ew

ew

nor is there a set procedure as to what happens to the guilty

}

Ae

~~

e

ee

ee

ew

er

Peis tne that oth o petite eto. Seite tanya
i
some form of sexual harassment policy must exist in any state
operation.
es
Solving cases on an arbitrary basis, making one person apologize or sending letters to the victim — which is what
here— is not an effective way to curb the problem of sexual
harassment.
Associated Students, University Police Department, President
Alistair McCrone and other faculty should put together a panel
from all their peers to hear cases of sexual harassment.
They should also decide upona consistent set of rules to follow
if a person is found guilty. An investigation and hearing should
be required so an innocent person is not condemned.
And, as required by the federal Constitution, the accused has
the right
to face his or her accuser.
If the person is found guilty, the panel could then follow the
set guidelines. Moreover, the policy needs to be widely distributed and publicized so confusion and ignorance about the issue
cold be kept to a minimum.
Perhaps the Humboldt Orientation Program could implement
a discussion of the policy with incoming students. Presumably,
sexual harassment complaints should mean more than
a letter
to the victim.
i
A set of rules and procedures exists for everything from
registration to academic probation. Sexual harassment should
have a code as well.

-—

Guidelines for letters and columns:
* Must be received by 5 p.m. Friday before publication date

Alumni pride
In

to the article writ-

¢ Typed or neatly printed

ten by
Coxford Dec.1,we
would like to clear up the statements made about past cross-

° Letters limited to 250 words; columns limited to 600 words

¢ Must have signature, address and phone number
° Must include major and class standing for students
* Subject to editing for style and grammar and may be
ndensed

tee
EDU
ceospcounicy
ceume.
have built a proud
tion of
winning national, regional and

conference titles
developing
friends
from the ex-

setae

attitude

Era” and

a

LETTERS POLIcy

e

ae
,

embar-

rasses those of us who have

proudly carried on the rich tradition of Top 5 national
performances and the post-race
revelthat follows.

coverage
is needed for the team
The article
was related to the

men’s home tournament on

Nov. 19 but it also previewed
that we were
son at the same time in Chico
against Portland State, one of

the Division
II final four teams
from
last season.

It is unfortunate

equalities
go

that

The Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
Nelson Hall East

,
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Klaas’ kidnapping ignites interest in tougher laws
By Greg Roberson

like to think that things happen fr

a reason, that
that the
Pr find the pena
that
will
be served.

doesn’t
work this way,
especially in an age when laws are tai-

By David Courtland

account the true victims of crime.

waling paid ouyingagin rer

T
t

pet go
means

This

with gun contol ae

sass
en
cn
zens has filled the airwaves since

SILO
LE Se
tough

<a,

stead of increased.
Judges and
Pours fn have om in determin
ae
ae convicted of
released.

va at otof cuta 16pear
after cmap
sentence

Suceeeterar
got out

wag
ay
tee,
stiffer sentences,”
blah, blah, blah.
We hear this
chanted
by the lawand-order crowd

lustrated the liberals’

misunderstanding of

thecriminal justice sysoa

wheeuietabes
's arms
raping her. The law-and-order
crowd
screamed
so much about his release

that he sued his victim for damages due
s if it had been left
to ped omin
peard, he'd prot sian

has leaned
to the left in

nate sentencing
law. Parole boards

creating laws that are soft on crime and

allow convicted criminals tobe released

wrre

early. The motivation for California’s

liberal crime laws is a “compassionate”

view that criminals are victims of society and if given another chance would
surely
tow the line.

The self-confessed murderer in the

Petaluma case has been convicted of
crimes twice since 1977, considered a
threat tosociety and yet hewasreleased

on

=compianslotane” crimelaws that
allow theearly release
of criminals, such

as Richard Allen Davis, fail to take into

Sadly enough, this
case ended
y and there
was no

happy

Perhaps this case will

ing, often resulting in errors that allow
‘ criminals toget convictions overturned

ona

Asa

Roberson
is a forestry junior.

the medianlength

actually declined in-

of sentences

of his

be and loan
_ age
repay it by giving us one
most

° Continued
from page 44

council woman,
county
other
very accomgts
er
pated in an event which provided
prehe “sanets with hope and know
to achieve success in our

groves of redwoods
left on
Sen. Boxer’s address is U.S. Senate,

event
had a local

ence more than 3,000 years. when the
inside of the body was an unknowable
“black box?” If the ancients didn’t know

what the liver does, how could they know
if it were sick and if their needles

not true that “scientists believe”
ke
ly unrelated to the meridians.

sieta

The
does not go 0 for
3 and
strike out due to its lack of reporting.

energies.”) Acupuncture can in
Sea
JamesF. Waters
professor, zoology

Paper overtone club
senrogngns. YOu aes
omete
events
that have cosanved thia semester a0 1500.

The newly formed Political Science club
has strived to be like many clubs and
ding events
in which

in
atte coe
can learn
about current events, see how they will

be affected by them and then are provided with waysin which they can change
the issue
at hand.

The first strike (0 for 1) came in October
whee Serres
Et oe ar ae ae
panal discussionon NAFTA.

cat Weber
junior, poli

science

Hope for the old growth
Iam writing asalover
of theold growth
Bis
pcs pinta pgi
ay
ae
of these forests.
eever
amongagrove
dhe
know there is
Fence
Pha are nls pct

than
the Grand
Canyon
or Y;
If there are other people out there who
would like to do something to try and

preserve the last

bits
of old

growth redwoods,
I have a suggestion —

write to Sen. Barbara Boxer and request
that she:
1,
Dan

the Senate versionof
sbill toconserve
the

waters Forest in Humboldt
County.
2. As a member of the Senate
Committee, initiate an in

ihothe United
Sidon Financial
Lopoas t beccinia
‘ance aaa, br
Group and Charles
the Fed

Hurwitz. Hurwitz
owns Pacific Lumber
Co. and the Headwaters
Forest is Pacific
; Lammber
Co. land. There is a

being floated for a “debt for nature” swap

though

<— swapping Hurwitz’ FDIC debt for the

The

like a fair trade to me. Hurwitz owes the
taxpayersofthis
country for their bail out

Headwaters Forest.

The “debt for nature” swap idea seems

mage
nora
“Student tells of growing
aces anand
celebrity” interviewed in
oe
stated her
of the Portuguese
wan Wie tall dah cb soa
our educational
goals, we have

D.C.,20510.Send her a post-

WwW
card

let her know what you feel.
Janice Burnt
Blue Lake resident

male dominated

I will hope that in the second semester

reall fy the Pc
it may do to bythe

or

fenders,
we needed

draw attention
to the flaws in our justice system and cause California’s citizens and legislators
to make the necessary
to ensure the
of society.
The only way to ensure
that
protection is to
violentconvicts
and sdivow avay thie Wey.

Letters

Pa

too

many repeat of-

Article incom

ete

I found the

alot of support and encouragement
from

by Erin Waldner

our parents
and

about the University
Annex situation both
and illuminating. As a student, I find the Annex an
place
in which to learn. However, for me, this

article ape aee
si

care
=
putea a we ry
we
pamper
kids jane
well.” We were
at this statemamreeseeunheremsigniied sins

in further whet-

ting. m

forma Pipe

Toate addresses the issue by saying “1

te for in-

ty

ay

the Univer-

a 3.0 or above.

dents, we

Mieithankstisdiecissethnaattete
and the students’
tion of the
Uni
Annexif
more description had
wn
over to relating the different
t the rooms had served
peng
out

cation or we

Pcomdineal meets areses notsat chemmaitanas
she says,

. For example, which

to.

should work to make

aftera living

So

us

and our parents. We were

at

this statement
because all of our
have a
education
and have done
their best to assist us
Nl
We are proud of how far
e Portu-

guesecommunity has
inlearning a new language and culture. We

ing — What parted the behest alaeation
does this enormous
sum come from?

would -

Finally, where, exactly,
is this

to state that these are -

views and we are not representing

behavior science buil
to be constructed? Also, will it house both the

Portuguese community as a whole.

torsion lengeege. sed pilceophy and

will

I’m sending m

school because it’s the law and
wards

he heaeate var.

eae

not be continuingto

work toward a

rooms were the
ery room, operating
room, nursery, etc.
Next,
it was never
quite
why
the city of Arcatadid not want the University to expand south of 14th Street.
Exactly what waste controversy here?

the U: niversi

present college stu-

care about
our edu-

Maria Freitas

|
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FOR SALE
SMITH CORONA

[Es
beet offer.

PWP 4200

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT. Sbdrm house,

CANOE,
OLD
TOWN,
DISCOVERY 119, 11'9”, capacity

or Meagan, 826-0391.

ten minutes to HSU, dishwasher,
laundry on site,
quiet area,
graveyard view.
$230/mo +

475 bbs, Forest Green, only 1 1/2
years old, like new, $375. Call

utilities. Available 1/1/94, lease
through 6/1/94. Call 822-8539.

WHITEWATER KAYAKS—New
starting at $400, used starting at now, 826-0878.

dry-tops,
polar fleece, helmets, dry

MOVING

826-0110.

oak coffee table, $40. Brown chair/

i

j

» throw bags, etc...
quality, lowest prices, free advice!

NATURE
look!

LOVERS,

wooden

No drugs. 829-5944.
No answer,
leave message.

much

ROOMMATE NEEDED! Two
bedroom apt. close to campus,

stores and laundry.

$232.50 +

utilities. Neat, non-emoker. No
furry pets. For info call Mauro and
Tracy. 826-9498.

PYTHIAN
CASTLE APARTMENT
ROOMMATE WANTED. Victorian
downtown

+dep.185
G St., Arcata. 826-1911.

ROOMMATE
WANTED.
Responsible
non-smoking
roommate ere be Mag
upstairs apartment in Eu
share kitchen andbathroom. Rent

It's a2-etory, 2bedroom flat! $175/

anywhere—with
cheer—on rollerblades! To
friends, parties, businesses,
;
. For more
information, call 822-0675.

LARGE MASTER BEDROOM,
private entrance; Sunnybrase;

822-6641.

PERSONALS

COMPUTER: 4 MEGS, 60NS
RAM. Less than 2 months old.
Perfect for upgrading from 4 to 8
megs. Just $160.01. Call Steve,

ATTENTION
ALL HONDA CivIC
OWNERS. Whoever
stole my gas
cap
on Wed., Dec.1, please return
it to UPD by Friday so | don't have

826-1978.

to put a curse on you.

NEW, 1993 IBM COMPATIBLE
BROT
WORDHE
PROCES
R
SOR
with 3.5° disk drive, spreadsheet,
tutor
program,
document
conversion software, address
book, printer/typewriter, extended
warranty. $275, negotiable. 8229330.

GOING TO SF FOR XMAS
BREAK? | need a ride to airport
12/19, 12/20 or 12/21/93. Will
happily share gas $ and good
company, but no driver's license.
Please call Melissa ‘cause she
wants to spend Xmas with her
family in Pennsyivania! 822-1882.

MOUNTAIN BIKE, Murray 18
spegreat
ed,
shape, red with yellow
flames, great Christmas gift, only

TOTHE SISTERS
OF DELTA PHI
EPSILON: Thankyou
thefor
years
of friendship and sisterhood. | will
miss you all very much! Love, Jade.

$80. 826-0878.

month, + utilities. Call 822-6062.

$320/mo; share kitchen, bath; in
redwoods; smokeless; dogless,
close to campus, bus, shopping;
call 826-9638 or 629-3430.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT, furnished, no pets.
Available immediately. Stromberg
Ave., walkto school. Large sunny
rooms, washer & dryer, near
shopping. 602-584-1470.

$50 CASH IF YOU SIGN
SUBLEASE for 2 bdrm apt, bath’
shower, laundry facilities, rec room,
balcony, parking, 5 min from HSU,
free cable. $540/month. Call 822-

9689.Location
1935 H Street.

ee
loaner bikes available

822-3770

HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING, for all your typing
needs. Phone (707) 443-6128.
SWEDISH-ESALEN MASSAGE.
Enjoy in your own home (if desired).
Student/Senior discounts. Mention
this ad and receive 1/2 off yourfirst
massage. Michael, 826-1924.
COMPUTER SERVICES, ALL
ASPECTS. Affordable, flexible,
reliable. We writecustom "dBase"

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE. 2 bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, completely furnished within
walking distance HSU. Hot and

MOTHERPEACE TAROT. Stuck
in arut? Want anew perspective?
Needan answer? Brief& extended
readings. $5-$45. Gift Certificates.
Debbi, 822-5048.

SABBATICAL HOUSESITTING.
Responsible older graduate
student wishes to sit our rent your
home
for spring. Excellentcare
for
your plants and
animals.

REFERENCES. Chris, 822-0882.

NOTICES

programs for your special school
and

business

needs,

without

buying software. 826-2968, Sway.

HAVE

YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED

oover
yours endaheyeueehaedn
18 & 64? Your experience can

seven years, and are you

help our research. Please call Dr.

Jim Knight, 826-3573.

WILL
CARETAKE
YOUR
PROPERTY. Winter, spring. Have
camper. Verifiable references.
Messages for Karen: M-F days
826-7759; evenings & weekends,
826-2071.

AUTOMOTIVES
SICK CAR? Don't get
» get
M.A.D., the Mobile Auto Doctor,

Vehicles repaired/serviced
at your
home or mine at reasonable rates.

Danny- 839-4615, 839-4946,

mene List or call Tony at &22-

Includes
oil & filter

| steroid
athe eho

with up to 5 qts. Castrol 10W40

Wy

Public Access

Program Schedule

TUESDAY
EVENING
REPORT
7 p.m.
HEADWATERS FOREST
:
SPECIAL
on Arcata’s
only

LIVE TV
BROADCAST
Tape mploy at9& lip.m. —
Proctucedby
HSU journalkm students

Safety in
Ser

ALL NATURAL HERBAL DIET
PLAN. Works great!! 839-8210.

ROOM AVAILABLE END OF
SEMESTER!
For
more
informat
look at theion,
Off Campus

“"*"{25'3:

bers Escort

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or

Cyd ah Gl ake!

FOUR BEDROOM, 2 BATH
HOUSE available now $275 ea.,
Sunnybrae; woodstove + central
heat; smokeless;
dogiess, cat OK.
Redwoods + sun. Drive by 1642
Charles; call 822-4240.

Pre-break oil change &
safety inspection

AUTOMOTIVE | |

ene nes

di

:

443-5402.

Quality Service * Affordable Prices

&
a

FINALS?
All natural herbal energy

booster, 839-8210.

is $225/mo, plus $350 security

apartment with bay

SANTA ON SKATES! We deliver

NEEDEXTRAENERGY

deposit. Available after Dec. 22.

_ windows and turrets close to HSU.

go! Cheap, cheap, cheap! Ongoing
glassblowing demonstrations.
Mad River Giass, December 11 &
12, 10a.m.-5p.m. 15th &L , Arcata.

Se.y ts

frame, $15. And

$275, 2-$350/mo
+ $300 deposit.

GOT A FRIEND WHO LOVES
HORSES, or maybe never rode
before? SEAHORSES offers a
unique,
ea
; «
holiday
suggestion;
certificates for
horseback
on lovely Clam
Beach, 839-4946, 839-4615.

;

GLASS STUDIO SALE AND
OPEN HOUSE. Everything must

ey

dogs; cat/birditish OK. 1 person,

THRILLS

HUMBOLDT BOAT CO. 3039
Allicance Rd., Arcata 822-3354.
Boat and surfboard resins and
fiberglass materials “for do-ityourselfers.”

>

private property.

19° color TV,

more! 826-9138.

well-built 2-story cabin. Assessed
at $63K, on sale this winter for
Ming Tree Realty.

SALE!

$25. Full size bed, $100. Antique

PLEASE

sere orof Kethy Garvan deta

TRAVEL TRAILER, 8° x 21',
bathroom, all utilities incl. cable
heshewine cote propane. Ms

150 GAL. FISH TANK & STAND,
$300 OBO. Call Blaze, 822-6685.

SMALL 2 BDRM HOUSE FOR
RENT, walkto HSU, no pets, no
smokers. Available for Xmas. $600

FL. Dec, 10
7:00 Capt. Ulysses 3. Grant at
Fort Humboldt
9:00 imputse
with
Santiago
9:30 In These Ancient
Trees
Sun. Dec, 12

2:00 Arcata Children
Write
5:00

Letters
to Sania
Ghost Schoolsof
Humboldt County -

7:25 C.R. Student Orientation
4:00 The Graot Depreseion
and much morel

ograms avaliable of City Hall

call 826-3456

amniiiiaiaa 43

__CALENDAR
¢ HSU Theater
Arts

avellable at 826-3531.

thane Gilaiy eine
a.m.
to 11 p.m. His work will
be on display through Dec. 16.
More information
is available

at 826-4149.

plays, Scrape and Site
Uneeen, 8
p.m.in
Gist Hall
Theatre.
Tickets
are $2.50

plays Scraps
and Site
Unseen

& p.m. in Gist Hall

Theatre. Tickets are $2.50
general,
$1.50 students .
and senior citizens
may

attend free by obtaininga
voucher
at the HSU Ticket

Office, located in Nelson
Hall East. More information
is available
at 826-3566.
° Dell’ Arte: The opening
of the Dell’
Arte Holiday
Tour 1993
“Shadow Catchers,” 7:30
p.m. at Van Duzer Theatre.
Admission
is free. More
information
is available at
668-5663.

Music
¢ HSU Music Department:
Student guitar recital 8 p.m.
in Fulkerson Recital Hall.

available 826-3631.

streets in Arcata.
More infor-

Et Cetera

citizens
are $3. Everyoneis
available
at 822-8441.
¢ Children’s Chanukah Party
at Temple
Beth El, 10 a.m.to
noon. More informationis
available
at 839-1236.

e Del’ Arte: “Shadow
Catch-

ers,” 7 p.m. at Trinity Valley
School
in Willow Creek.
Admission
is free. More
information is available at 6685663.

provided near the Gottschalks
entrance. More information is
available at 822-7091.

Tue

« Mad River Glass Studio:

Open house will present glass
blowing demonstrations from

10 a.m. to § p.m.,.15th
and L
streets
in Arcata. More
822-6641. .
¢ Temple Beth El Members’
Chanukah

More information is available at
826-3631.

Et Cetera

party and

° Deadline
for submissions to
HSU'’s literary journal, the

Havdalah

service7

p.m.at
Temple Beth
El in Arcata.
Non-perishable
food items will
be collected
for donation to
Food Bank. More information
is available
at 822-6441.

Admission
is free. More
information
is available at

826-3531.
e Jambalaya: Local rock 'n’:

are
roll band the Celibates
yin
pla9:30
p.m.,g915 H
.More informa
St., Areata
e
tion is availabl
at 822-

4766.

Sports

e Jambalaya:

Open-mike

night. Sign-up sheet available.

-- Each reader is allowed
five
minutes, $1 cover charge.
822-8126.

18

Look for the
next issue of

The Lumberjack
Jan. 26.
ie

Die

2s

rhe

Be

Toyon. Poetry, short stories

and black and white art
accepted.
More information is
available
at 822-8126.
e Humboldt
County Alcohol
oe
ee
Workshop about
eed
use, 3 to § p.m., at the Eureka
Inn, 7th and F streets,
Eureka.
Fee is $5 per workshop
and
includes
coffee and tea. More
information
is available at 4456250.
° CCAT (Campus
Center for
Appropriate T ‘echnology):
Potluck from 6 to 8 p.m.,at

Theater
¢ Dell’ Arte: “Until Winter Passes,” Jan. 6-8 and
Jan.13-15 at Dell’ Arte Studio Theater in Blue Lake. Showtime
information is available at 668-5663.
° Dell’ Arte: Gina Bastone 8 p.m., Jan. 21 and 22 at the:
Del’ Arte Studio Theater in Blue Lake. More information is

available at 668-5663.

Sports

FranSan ng
Jan. 14 hosti
° HSU’s Men’s Basketball:

cleco State in the East Gym at 7:45 p.m. Jan. 15 hosting

Sonoma State in the East Gym at 7:45 p.m. More information

is available
at 826-3631.
¢ HSU’s Women’s Basketball: Jan.14 hosting San
Francisco State in the East Gym at 5:30 p.m. Jan.15 hosting
Sonoma

Et Cetera
¢ Humboldt Redwoods State Park Volunteers:
Holmgren Homestead Tree Pruning Jan. 15, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
More information is available at 946-2263 or 444-2078.
¢ Humboldt County Alcohol and Other Drug Programs: Diet and Exercise in Recovery workshop Jan. 4 and
workshop Jan.d 11. Workshops
Brief Therapyocuse
Solution-F

Theater

_ © Dell’ Arte: “Shadow
Catchi ee

State in the East Gym at 6:30 p.m. More Information

is available
at 826-3631.

e at
availabl
on
is ati
inform

ery nthe art

Et Cetera

aie

-in the East Gym. More

=

Traditional Dancers. Admission is $10, children
12 and
under are free. Doors open at

Eureka Inn at 3
p.m. More .
information is
available at
822-7091.

Game begins at 7:45 p.m.

e Peter Hekenson will
in the —
artwork

Tuesday21

concert at the

information
is available at 8263551.

Et Cetera

668-5663.

Community
Center in Redway.
Opening
show will be Children
of Earth and the Round Valley

e All Season’s
Orchestra will
perform in

resources building. More

826-3631.

Town Hall. Admission
is free.
More information
is available at

Music

Buck House 97 behind natural

e HSU Men's Basketball:
cks
Lumberja
will
host
ty.
Universi
Multnomah

e Del? Arte: “Shadow Catch-_
ers” 7:30 p.m. at Trinidad

aturday

¢ HSU Women’s Basketball:
HSU will host Southern
Oregon
State College in the East gym at 5:30 p.m. More information
is available
at 826-3631.
° HSU Men’s Basketball:
HSU
will host Dominican University

in the East Gym at 7:45 p.m.

¢ Native Americans United:

More information available at

14

information
is available at

Theater

7 p.m. More informationis
available
at 986-7582.

Sports

Et Cetera

Music

lyrics at 8 p.m. at the Mateel

Theater

Bayshore Mall. Seating will be

p.m. More informationis
available
at 046-2263 or 444-

‘Monday20

Visionary
poet and activist
John Trudell,
Santee Sioux,
along with his band Tribal
Voice will present contempory

Monday13

Ticket Office or at the door.
More information is available
at 826-3531.
e All Season’s Orchestra

Homesteed Clean-up, 10 to 3

Friday17

welcome. More informationis

senior citizens. Tickets may be
puchased at the University ©

Park Volunteers: Holmgren

Elementary
Fortuna. Admission is free.

at 668-5663.

$6, students
and senior

concert at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall. Tickets are $4
general, $2 students and

« Humboldt Redwoods State

Catchers,” 7:30 p.m. at
More information
is available

Eureka. General admission

will perform at 3 p.m. at the

¢ HSU Theater
Arts
Two one-act

10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 15th and L

Center, Waterfront Drive in

2 Splice and Mike's
Sick
and Twisted Festival of

Theater

7:46 p.m. More informationis

7 p.m. at the Adorni Recreation

Movies

Friday 10

blowing demonstrations from

6641.
e Chanukah Celebration: 4 to

and senior citizens may
attend free by obtaininga
voucher
at the HSU Ticket
Office, located in Nelson
Hall East. More information
is available
at 826-3566.

matinees
are $5 at the
door. More informationis
available
at 822-5171.

« Med Rver Glows Studio:

° HBU Men’s Basketball:
HSU
will host Freeno Pacific
University
in the East Gym at

mation is available
at 822-

general,
$1.50 students

Animation showing atthe |
Minor. Tickets are $6 at the
box office
and bargain

Ec Cetera

7

ee

:
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| 6th & He
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PARTY PIZZA

HOLIDAY HAPPENINGS

ONE-TOPPING

Photos With Santa & Mrs. Claus

26-INCH PIZZA

SANDWICH SPECIAL
HOT OVEN BAKED

POCKET STYLE

Pee. ges Ween = E+ Meatball»

- (Feeds 9-14 people)

Sunday

aoe

$24.99

Karaoke With

Please Pre-order

*BBQ Beef

Monday Sport Nite

Specials On Pizza & Pitchers

Ne

Alice's Special

|

»BBQ Chicken

$4.45

y
:

:

Co

822-7602

Arcata

“al =

*

—

)

—_

“a

4

Big Screen T.V.

Alwuveu Matterese”

Oth & He Arcata 822-76029

wire HOORSRene)

fp" & H+ Arcata $22-7602

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

'

«
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y
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INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun- Thur: Noon to 11 em —

Fri & Sat: Noon to 1 am

